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62 Sign Up Monday

President Visits
Kentucky; Meets
With Democrats
By JOHN WINN MILLER
Associated Press Writer
ROBARDS, Ky. ( AP) — Kentucky
Democrats applauded when President
Carter told them their state's coal
reserves uniquely qualified it to contribute to national energy selfsufficiency.
They applauded again when Kentucky Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. told the
president Monday, You have Kentucky."
Carter addressed about 500 sweltering Democrats who paid $500 each to
see the president and feast on barbequed pork and mutton under a yellowand-whitestriped tent on the lawn at
the home of Dale Sights, Carter's Kentucky contact man.
"We don't want to depend on an
uncertain 12,000-mile pipeline," Carter
said.
We want to depend on Kentucky
coal."
Brown and other prominent Kentucky and Indiana Democrats met
Carter at 11:50 a.m. CDT when he flew
into Evansville, Ind.'s Dress Regional
Airport. Carter shook hands with them,
and briefly with some others in a crowd
of several hundred at the airport.
A few at the airport, and along the
route south, carried signs opposing synthetic fuels plants proposed for western
Kentucky, signs with slogans such as,
"Sinful Synfuel."
Brown and Sen. Wendell Ford,0-Ky.,
rode in Carter's car as the motorcade
went south.
Evansville police received an
anonymous telephoned threat that
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Becoming partly cloudy tonight
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A BED Of ROSES — L.C. Lawson takes advantage of this morning's rain to
help his rose garden. Lawson, 301 N. 5th, minister at the fellowship Church of Christ, has been growing roses as a hobby for the past four years. Me
currently has over 200 varieties of roses on 425 bushes. A member of the
American Rose Society, Lawson said the sun, not recent heat conditions,,
retarded the blooms on many of his roses. The roses usually bloom every
six weeks and for the past two years his roses have bloomed from May 8
to Dec. 15, Lawson said. He added that he hoped the rain would bring less
intense rays from the sun to allow his roses to bloom. According to local
weather observer John Ed Scott, 2.7 inches fell in county from around
11:30 p.m. Monday to 10 a.m. today.

Miller Warns Of Has
By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Treasury
Secretary G. William Miller cautioned
Congress today that hasty action to cut
taxes in this election year could make it
even more difficult to stop inflation and
reverse the economic recession.
However, Miller held out the hope of a
tax cut in 1981. "If designed with care
and deliberation as part of an over-all
economic program, such action may
well improve our economic performance over the next several years," he
said.
Miller was the first witness as the
House Ways and Means Committee,
reacting to Republican calls for immediate action on tax cuts, opened
hearings on whether any tax reduction
is feasible.
The chairman of the committee, Rep.
Al Ullman, D-Ore., said voters are telling him they support efforts to hold
down federal spending and reduce the
budget deficit in an effort to conquer inflation.
"They very clearly understand that
tax cuts increase deficits and deficits
increase inflation — as well as interest
rates," Ullman said. "In my travels the
r.•
%is

p.m. Monday through Friday, Gilliam.
said.
All males must carry some type of
identification and sign their own card.
Gilliam said the post office will mail the
cards each day to the Selective Service
Department in Washington, D.C.
The cards contain eight question; full
name, date of birth, social security
number, sex, current mailing address,
current
residence,
permanent
telephone number and a request to send
the name to armed forces recruiters.
Gilliam said the post office will continue to register males throughout the
remainder of the year. He added that
all males born in 1962 will have to
register beginning in January 1981.
The postmaster said the postal service has nothing to do with the Selective
Service System. He added the post office is acting as a means to register the
males.

On the opening day of the Selective
Service System registration, 62 male
civilians signed up Monday at the Murray post office.
Local postmaster Virgil Gilliam said
the process was "running smooth" with
no problems and no large crowds.
Registration for males born in 1960,
who have not served in the military,
began Monday. Those males born in
1961 are slated to register next week.
Gilliam said males will be allowed to
register anytime during either week.
However, whenever possible, he asked
that males born in January-March
register on Monday, April-June on
Tuesday, July-September on Wednesday and October-December on
Thursday.
Registration cards are available at
the stamp windows of the facility. The
post office is open from 8:30 a.m. to 5

Action Could Worsen Recession

today's index

Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

"There is a bomb on the twin bridges"
at 12:05 p.m. CDT, just as the presidential motorcade was about to cross the
Ohio River.
Officials said the threat was reported
to Kentucky State Police at Henderson,
who already had searched the bridge.
The motorcade crossed without incident.
At Henderson, preparations had been
under way for days for the first
presidential visit in 30 years. Cheering
crowds estimated at 10,000 to 12,000 lined Main Street. Several high school
bands played as Carter grinned and
waved from the car.
At one point the smiling president
stopped the motorcade, alighted, and
shook hands for several minutes.
Small knots of spectators also Lined
the route south from Henderson to
Sights' home at Robards — some
holding more anti-synthetic fuels signs
such as "Synfuels, The Most Expensive
Hydrocarbon In The World" and "Say
No To SASOL (a method of coal conversion)." One carried an anti-draft
registration sign.
Brown introduced Carter at the
barbeque, saying, The Republican Party reminds me of a late old movie that is
going to put America to sleep."
He went on to quote Abraham Lincoln
as saying during the Civil War, when
Kentucky was a contested state, "I
would like to have God on my side, but
we have to have Kentucky."
He continued, "Mr. President, you
have Kentucky."
Carter told the cheering group, "We
will whip the Republicans right and
left."
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message is becoming increasingly
blunt: 'We don't want a political tax
cut."
The hearings were scheduled after
Republicans and their presidential
nominee, Ronald Reagan, called for
passage this summer of a $36-billion tax
cut, which, starting next Jan. 1, would
reduce individual income-tax rates by
an average of 10 percent.
Miller said backers of any such
across-the-board tax reduction should
weigh its effects on inflation.
"Over the past 15 years, every period
of economic expansion has driven the
rate of inflation to new heights at the
top of the (business) cycle," he said.
"The ensuing periods of contraction
have temporarily lowered the rate of inflation, but each time the rate of inflation at the trough has been higher than
before."
President Carter and his advisers say
any action to reduce taxes should be
delayed until next year, when they
predict the recession will have reached
bottom and a recovery will have
started.
The president met with congressional
leaders today but there were differing
reports on whether a consensus was

,1111

awarded
AWAR6 ROTARY SCHOLARSHIP — Murray Rotary Club scholarships valued at $200 each have been
High
to Karon Walker, center a 1980 graduate of Calloway County High School, and Kent Eversmeylfr, a Murray
and
University
State
Murray
at
admissions
of
director
Gantt,
Wison
is
awards
the
making
Shown
School graduate.
Route 1,
Chairman of the club's scholarship committee. Karon, 17, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Walker,
Eversmeyer,
Almo, and wit major in office administration. Eversmeyer, also 17, is the son of Dr. and Mrs. Harold
with the
820 North 19th Street, and will major in musk. Currently, lie is a member of and touring the country
•
Madison, Wisc.,Scouts drum and bugle corps

Tax Cuts
reached on a 1981 tax cut.
Sen. Russell Long, who favors a tax
cut beginning Jan. 1, told reporters
after the meeting that "we are not at
war or at odds."
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., said in a
separate interview that "the basic consensus of the group" was that there
would be no stampede "into any
political tax cut."
Long, chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee, said he believed a
withholding reduction should begin
Jan. 1 "and that we ought to do
something about depreciation and that
ought to apply to orders that are being
placed now."
He described the sentiments at the
meeting by saying,"We weren't in total
agreement, but we weren't in total
disagreement either."
The White House repeated its position
that now is not the time to consider a
tax cut when it releas4d its mid-year
economic review Monday.
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TVA Officials Call Off
Six-day Energy Emergency
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. ( AP) — A combination of lower temperatures and ample electrical power enabled Tennessee
Valley Authority officials to call off
their six-day, heat-wave energy
emergency.
"We're still encouraging consumers
to maintain their energy conservation
efforts as a means of reducing their
electric bills and lessening the chance
of power supply difficulties later this
week," Spokesman Louis Gwin said
Monday.
But officials on the government
utility's power staff said they do not anticipate the same type of difficulties encountered last week when
temperatures in the seven-state region
averaged 100 degrees.
"We had a margin of 1.6 million
kilowatts today with temperatures
averaging 91 degrees and we predict
tomorrow's temperature will be
lower," James L. Thompson, assistant
director of TVA's power operations
staff in Chattanooga,said Monday.
"It looks like it will be more of the
same the rest of this week," Thompson
said. "We expect to have positive
margins every day unless, of course,

we lose some large generating units."
Breakdowns at three large power
plants in Tennessee and Alabama last
week forced TVA to import expensive
electricity from other utilities and run
its high-cost, oil-fired turbine
generators to meet the demand on its
own system.
The agency last Tuesday appealed to
its 2.7 million customers to turn their
air conditioning thermostats up, limit
cooking and minimize consumption of
hot water and other nonessential uses of
electricity during the peak demand of
hours of 3 to 9 p.m.
Thompson said two large half-million
kw generators, one each at the Widows
Creek and Colbert coal-fired plants in
Alabama, were back in service Monday.
TVA set a record summer demand of
22.6 million kw last Wednesday when
teperaures averaged more than 100
degrees. Monday's peak was predicted
at 19.9 million kw
Thompson said TVA still intends to
shave its peaks during heavy demand
hours by curtailing power to 11 industrial customers who enjoy slightly
lower rates because of their willingess
to be interrupted.

117 Arrests, Tickets Given In LBL
GOLDEN POND — The 117 arrests
made and citations written by the
patrol unit in TVA's Land Between The
Lakes(LBL) during six months of 1980
has surpassed the total number written
during all of 1979.
According to Leon Williams, Assistant Chief, LBL patrol, the division
Plans to extend the patrolling hours in
the 170,000-acre area especially in the
27 informal use areas.
About 75 percent of all arrests made
in LBL, Williams said, are made for
drug or alcohol use, and if an officer in
one of the information stations smells
drugs or sees them or drug paraphernalia in a car coming through the gate,
under the Fourth Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution, he has "probable
cause" to ask to search the vehicle.
Jimmy Woolfolk, Chief, LI31, Patrol,
said the LBL patrol force is "attempting to control drug use" in the area.
The Second most common violation at
LBL, according to Williams, is "operation of a vehicle in an unauthorized
area."
Any road within the IJ3L area that is
not numbered, either with a sign or on
the legal road iiaap. is unauthorized for
use by the general public, he explained.
Ranking third in the list of the most
frequent violations is "illegal possession of firearms," Williams said.
Also ranking high on the list is littering, which is enforced without giving a
warning to the violator, he added.
In addition to an increase in arrests in
LBL, Woolfolk said the conviction rate
violators Is now about 99 percent.
Under Federal law, anyone violating

a state law in LBL can be prosecuted in
Federal court because LBL is Federal
property, he stated, but the court in
which a case is tried depends on the
specific violation.
LBI, has had a record of "good
cooperation from judges both at the

state and Federal level," Woolfolk said.
One of the stiffest penalties recently
given to a violator in LBL was to a person who ignored hunting regulations
and shot a deer at night; Woolfolk said
the man was fined $2,500 and lost a gun
valued at approximately $600.

Note Burning Ceremony
To Be Held At New Lodge
A note burning ceremony for the new
building of Murray Dodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will be held on
Friday, July 25, at the new lodge hall,
located on Highway 121 North at
Johnny Robertson Road.
Preceding the special ceremony, a
potluck dinner will be served at 6:30
p.m.for members and their guests.
The new hall is located two miles northwest of Murray with ample parking
available. The building is complete
with kitchen facilities, recreation hall,
fire-proof vault, and many other appointments that are pleasing to use and
appreciate, according to a lodge
spokesman.
Construction of the hall was started in
the fall of 1975 and the first meeting was
held in the new lodge hall in April of
1977. It was dedicated by Grand 1,odge
Officers in September of 1977.
Most of the work and some of the
materials for the building were donated
by members and interested citizens.
The replacement cost today would probably exceed $175,000, officials said. In
May of 1979, the last note was paid and

"for this we are grateful and proud,"
lodge officials said.
The Murray Lodge was chartered in
1839 in Wadesboro, former county seat
of Calloway County, but the lodge was
moved to Murray in 1844. The lodge met
in different places through the years,
and early records show that meetings
were held for several years in the
I.O.O.F. Hall for the sum of $12 per year
rent.
In May of 1866 the Murray Lodge and
A. H. Wear and E. H. Covington entered
into a contract to build a building on the
north side of the court square of Murray. The Murray lodge met in that
same hall for 110 years.
Lodge officials said it is fortunate
that all of the meetings of Murray
Lodge No. 105 have been preserved
since its charter was granted in 1839. ..
During Murray Lodge's 140 years,
three men have been made Urti
members. They are William Zelna
Carter, Past Grand Master, Buel E.
Stalls, Sr., and James David Bury, the
designer and builder of the new hall
which was completed in 1977.
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Miss Dadene Walker Is
Married To Mr. Cooper
The wedding of Miss
Darlene Marie Walker,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald E. Walker, and
Gregory Dan Cooper, son of
• Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Dan
Cooper, was solemnized in a
double ring ceremony_ in the
sanctuary of the Sinking Spring Baptist Church with the
Rev. Billy Turner officiating.
Presenting a program of
music was Mrs. Oneida White,
organist, Mrs. Tommy Scott,
pianist, and Tommy Scott,
soloist.
The sanctuary was centered
with a 15 branch spiral
candelabrum flanked by two
spiral candelabra accented by
two seven
branched
candelabra. Accenting the
candles were white gladioli
and pompoms with peach tipped centers and a variety Of
greenery and ivy. The family
pews were marked with peach
satin bows and hurricane
candles.
Lighting the candles were
Joe Beal Orr, brother-in-law
of the bride, and Mark Gore.
The Bride
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, wore a gown
styled by Edythe Vincent of
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Alfred Angelo. Tpe lace
spanish square neckline was
accented with ruffled lace
flowing down the front. The
puffed sleeves were accented
by silk floss embroidered lace.
The same lace created a deep
full flounce. A double ruffle of
crystal pleating completely
encircled the hemline of the
skirt which extended to a full
flowing chapel length train.
Her fingertipped headpiece
was designed expressly for
her gown of Spanish illusion
and chantilly lace. She carried
a bouquet of apricot silk roses,
sypsophnlia, and white angels
lace_ with a background of
chantilly lace.
The bride's jewelry included
a pearl necklace, and a pearl
bracelet, borrowed by the
bride's cousin which was worn
exclusively for her gown.
During the ceremony the
bride presented long stemmed
roses to the mother of the
bride and of the groom.
Attendants
Miss Tanya Lynn Cooper,
sister of the groom, served as
maid of honor. Mrs. Donna
Kaye Orr, sister of the bride,
was the bridesmaid.
They wore identical gowns
of off shoulder styled floor
length floral chiffon which
were overlaid with taffeta.
The back draped to a Southern
Bell Busse] with solid sheered
apricot cummerbund. White
baby's breath was worn in
their hair. They carried hand
bouquets of the same flowers
as was in the bride's bouquet.
Steve Roberts of Birmingham, Ala., cousin of the
groom, served as best man.
Darrell Walker, brother of the
bride, was groomsman.
Ushers were Joe Beal Orr and
Mark Gore.
The groom, the men attendants, and the fathers of the
bridal couple were attired in
tuxedoes designed by After
Six which were white royal
with matching vest accented
with apricot ruffles. Each
wore a boutonniere of a single
apricot silk roses touched with
angels lace.
Shannon Lynn Roberts of
Marion, cousin of the groom,
served as flower girl. She
wore a peach victorian
neckline floor length dress
with ruffles at the rounded
yoke and hemline. She carried
a white basket with lilly of the
Valley filled with rose petals.
She wore a single white carnation corsage.
Jason Lowell Walker,
brother of the bride, was the
ring bearer. He wore a formal
white tuxedo which matched
those of the men attendants.
He carried the rings on a white
satin pillow with chantilly lace
edging which was designed by
an aunt of the bride.
Mothers
Mrs. Walker, mother of the
bride, wore a formal yellow
street length dress of qiana
knit made with a silk flounce.
A matching cape with gold
trimming accented her dress.
She had a gold belt and white
accessories.
The groom's mother chose a
navy chiffon street length
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Tuesday Hite
Is Bargain Nite
$5.00 A Carload

Every other week throughout
1980. the National Bridal
For brides-to-be Service will award another
who could use lucky couple $1,000 cash.
addition, twenty-six free
$1,000 cash... In
honeymoons and many
more merchandise prizes. The sooner you
register,the greater your chance of winning!
No purchase is necessary. Stop by and
register.

FURCHES
JEWELRY
113S. 4th
Member National Bridal Service

11r.,,,and Mrs. Gregory Dan Cooper
dress designed with a eriscross neckline and sunburst
pleated skirt. Her accessories
were navy.
Both mothers wore corsages
of white cymbiclium orchids.
Mrs. Jimmy Billington and
Mrs. Zula Walker, grandmothers of the bride, were
presented white carnation corsages.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The bride's table, draped
with an ivory cloth with ivory
and peach colored lace, was
centered with a wooden
candelabrum with peach
candles, provided by Mrs.
Clifton Jones. At the base of
the candelabrum was a bride
and groom statuette and the
bride's bouquet.
The three tiered wedding
cake was decorated with
apricot roses, white swans,
and topped with an arrangement of white cherubs. On the
cake were two rings symbolizing the couple's bands. Crystal
appointments were used.
Serving the guests were
Karon Walker, Sharon
Walker, Jan Rose, and Cindy
Vance, all of Murray. Each
was presented a corsage of
white carnations.
The groom's table was
overlaid with an off white
linen cloth. A brass
candlestick with a lighted
apricot candle was placed
near a framed poem by
George Elliot. The cake was a
German chocolate, favorite of
the groom, and was served
from a silver and gold tray.
Serving the groom's cake
was Kelly Sanert, Mayfield,
cousin of the groom, who was
also presented a white carnation corsage.
Kimberly Gay Sanert,
Mayfield, cousin of the groom,
kept the register at the table,
covered with a floor length
ivory cloth encircled with
lace. A mock bouquet with the
repeated flowers of the bridal
bouquet was used. On a
separate table were all the
bouquets carried by the bride
and the attendants. All flowers
and bouquets were designed
by Mrs. Clifton Jones.
Rice bags made of peach net
tied with apricot satin ribbon
arranged in a white wicker
basket were distributed by
Kelita Sanert, Mayfield,
cousin of the groom.
Music for the reception was
by Mrs. Oneida White, pianist.
For her going away
ensemble, the bride wore a

pink pleated skirt and a blouse
with cape sleeves and naeu
collar. Her accessories were
white.
After a wedding trip, the
new Mr. and Mrs. Cooper are
now at home in Murray.
The bride is the granddaughter of the late Jimmy
Billington of Murray. The
groom is the grandson of the
late Becham Cooper and Mrs,,.
Sylvadell Cooper White of
Murray, and of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Leslie Taylor
of Lynn Grove.
Out of town guests for the
wedding included Mr. and Mrs
J. Wendell Roberts, Marion;
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Roberts,
Birmingham, Ala.; Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Paschall and Mr.
and Mrs. Errol Sanert,
Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Braddock, Sturgis; Darrell
Walker, Whiteman's Air
Force Base, Missouri.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Dan Cooper,
were hosts for the rehearsal
dinner held at the Seven Seas
Restaurant.
The tables were decorated
with
several
brass
candlesticks with peach
lighted candles. At the base
were dogwood blossoms, The
head table held a large‘arrangement of snowballs in a
wicker basket.
Covers were laid for 27 persons. The bridal couple
presented gifts to their attendants:

Community Events Listed
Wednesday, July 23
Kenlake State Park events
Bible Journaling Group of
First Christian Church will will include Arts and Crafts at
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of hotel small meeting room at 10
Marge Hays, Southside a.m.; Orienteering at campground playground at 1:30
Manor,apt. K6.
p.m.; Obstacle Walk at hotel
Murray High School front lawn at 3 p.m.; Air
Athletic Boosters Club will Hockey Tournament at hotel
meet at 7:30 p.m.
game room at 4:30 p.m.;
Special peRZanance by Moonlight Trail Ride at
Twilight Cabaret will be from Riding Stables at 6:30 p.m.;
3 to 4 p.m. at the Calloway movie, "The 7th Voyage of
Sinbad," at hotel large
Public Library.
meeting room at 8 p.m.
Lakeside Singers will perform at Kenlake State Park at
8:30 p.m.
I HOSPITAL NEWS I
Men's Church Softball
League will play at 6 p.m. at
7-12--80
the City-County Park.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Singles Class of Seventh and
King, baby boy (Cindie), 901
Poplar Church of Christ will Sycamore Street, Murray.
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
Jolly, baby boy (Debora),
building.
102A Williams Avenue, MurMurray TOPS (take off ray.
DISMISSALS
pounds sensibly) Club will
Mrs. Anna M. Free, Rt. 4,
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Box.269, Benton; Mrs, Sharyn
Center.
Calloway County High K. Hollingsworth, 304 South
School Chapter of the Future Fourth Street, Murray; Mrs.
Farmers of America will meet Betty C. Vowell, 102 Walnut
at 7:30 p.m. at the high school. Court, Benton; Harrison Mitcheson, Rt. 3, Cadiz; Roger E.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of Wilson, Rt. 2, Hazel.
the Woodmen of the World will
J. C. Schroader, Rt. 1, Dexhave a salad dessert and pool ter; Alfred R. Allen, Jr., Box
party at Loretta Jobs at 6:30 74, Clinton; Carol S. Solmon,
p.m.
1511 Story Avenue, Murray;
Twilight Cabaret will per- Louritta A. Steelman, Rt. 1,
form at old beach house area Box 205A, Dexter; Amy C.
of Kentucky Dam Village Doran, 909 Sycamore Street,
Murray.
State Park at B:30 p.m.
Jason L. Darnall, Rt. 9, box
Events at Kenlake State
244A, Benton; Mrs. Eugenia
Park will include Dinosaur
Hopkins, Dexter; Delbert F.
Egg Hunt at 3 p.m. and Wacky
Newsome, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Hotel
at
Relays at 4:30 p.m.
Mrs. Katherine Duncan, RC 1,
Front Lawn; Moonlight Trail
Dexter; Mrs. Pamela J. MonRide at Riding Stables at 6:30
tgomery, Rt. 1, Box 330, Benp.m.
top.
Wednesday,July 23
Mrs. Rebecca L. Patrum,
Golf with Jennifer Crouse as Rt. 2, Box 71A, Puryear,
hostess and bridge with Ruth Tenn.; Scott R. Wallace, 1515
Caldwell as hostess will be Clayshire, Murray; Mrs.
played by the ladies of the Maydell L. Bucy, Box 2233,
Oaks Country Club at 9:30 Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Velie E.
a.m.
Jones, Rt. 3, Murray;,Paul
Camp by Calloway County Holland, Jr., Rt. 6, Box 119,
Cheerleaders will be from 8:30 Murray.
to 11:30 a.m. at the Calloway
Mrs. Clarice G. McDaniel,
Middle School.
Rt. 5, Box 115, Murray;
Ladies day events at Mur- Florence Hedger, Fern Terray Country Club will include race Lodge, Murray; Mrs.
golf at 8 a.m., bridge and ten- Lois H. Earhart, Rt. 1, Dover,
nis at 9:30 a.m., and luncheon Tenn.; Tasmon Kenneth Hale,
Rt. 2, Box 35, Murray;
at 12 noon.
Moonshine for Your Gas William E. Burkeen, 314 Irvan
Tank will be from 10 a.m. to 2 Avenue, Murray.
p.m. at Empire Point, Land
Between the Lakes.
'
7 W
M,C
r511Pl
il
11
415
A
Douglas Center will be open
A ANK
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acPATIENT AT PARIS
tivities by the Senior Citizens
Charles Edward Wilson of
with lunch at 12 noon and
square dance lessons at 1 p.m. Puryear, Tenn., has been
Lakeside Singers will per- dismissed from the Henry
form at Kentucky Dam County General Hospital,
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m. Paris,Tenn.
Tuesday,July 22

Wednesday, July 23
Day at the Park for Senior
Citizens will be held from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the CityCounty Park.
Thursday, July 24
District 13 of Kentucky
Nurses Association will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Inn with Rita Fleming and Dr.
Martha Erwin as speakers.
Disabled
American
Veterans and Auxiliary are
scheduled to meet at p.m. at
the Legion Hall.
Wranglers Riding Club is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.

Speci
lanne

Thursday,July 24
Grades 4 to 6 of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
leave at 5 p.m.for Six Flags.
Murray Sub District United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
will meet at 7 p.m. at the Coldwater Church.
Primitive Pottery Workshop
will be held from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. at Empire Point, Land
Between the Lakes.
Lakeside Singers will sing at
Lake Barkley State Park at
8:30 p.m.

Twilight Cabaret will perform at Kentucky Dam State
Events at Kenlake State Park,old beach house area, at
Park will include Junior 8:30p.m.
Naturalist Part I at 10 a.m.
and Part II at 1:30 p.m. at
Ellis Center will be open
hotel front steps; Water from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for acBasketball at hotel pool at 2:30 tivities by Murray Senior
p.m.; HORSE. Champion- Citizens including monthly
ship at hotel basketball court cleanup at 10:30 a.m., lunch at
at 3:30 p.m.; Table Tennis 11:30 a.m.,and table games at
Tournament at hotel game 12:30 p.m.
room at 4:30 t,.m.; "Simon
Tournament" at hotel small
Douglas Center will be open
meeting room and Moonlight from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acTrail Ride at riding stables at tivities by the Senior Citizens
6:30 p.m.; Wee Willie's with lunch at 12 noon.
Watermelon Feast at cam,
pground amphitheater at 7:30
Hazel Center will be open
p.m.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Hazel Senior
Junior Golf will be held at 9 Citizens with lunch at 11:45
Country
Murray
a.m. at the
a.m.
Club,

Mr.(Inc

Mr. and Mrs. Fri
children on their 50t
reception to beheld;
ch, Murray,on Sund
No formal invitati
relatives are invite
between the hours
guests not bring gifts
Mr. Wainscott ant
married Aug. 9, 1931
Crossman in his stud
and Mrs. Carl Stinsor
The Wainscotts ha
when Mr. Wainscott
the Tappan Compam
They are the pan
(Rowena) Miller, :
Sprunger, Mansfield
Murray. They ha'
granddaughter-in-la)
great grandchildren.

CORN-AUSTIN
Will Be Closed Wed. July 23
preparing for their Final
Clearance. Sale which will
start 9:00 a.m. Thur. July 24.

tlo
t
CAVE
"Moving to 806 Coldwater Rd.
of August 1.1.,,

eGold & Silv
*Glass & E
*Plagues &

POOL • PINBALL
VIDEO GAMES
SNACK SHOP
AIR CONDITIONING
COLD DRINKS

Ore

Mr..2912744LANE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Lane of Hopkinsville announce the birth of a baby girl,
Sarah Rae, weighing seven
pounds 133/4 inches, born on
Tuesday, July 15, at 1:55 a.m.
at the Jennie Stuart Hospital,
Hopkinsville.
The father is with the Burroughs Corporation, and the
mother is employed by the
Christian County Board of
Education.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Lane of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Young
of Washington,Ind.

PARIS PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn., was
Maggie Elizabeth Adams of
Puryear, Tenn.

Pier I imports is pleased to announce that Brenda Hough,bride-elect of David Jones has
made her selections from our
Bridal Registry for decorative
accessories.
Brenda and David will be
married Aug. 16th.

Pier 1imports
Bel Air Center
Murray, Ky.

ale Si

Bc
Size!
Sport Coats
Suits
Slacks
Dress Shirts

...Your Key To
Bigger Profits
What's the best way to get
P.S.? Ifyou had the time
and money, you could send
out a personal letter to
each and every individual
in the area. Or, more sensibly, you could advertise with us! Your ad
will be seen by our entire circulation...and
considering how many
people you can reach...
the cost is unbelieveably low!
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Special Celebration
Planned Here Sunday

Outland and McKeel'Vows
To Be Read At Club House
Final plans for the wedding
of Miss Jan Outland, daughter
of Charles L. and Jean
Outland, and Mickey McKeel,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Holderby and Bill McKeel,
have been completed.
The wedding will take place
at the Murray Woman's Club
House on Saturday, July 26, at
5:30 p.m. with the Rev. Roy
Gibson of Benton officiating.
Providing the music will be
Mrs. William David Hill and
Donnie Hendrix with Miss
Laura Case as vocalist.
Mrs. Oscar Turner, Jr., will
direct the wedding.
Miss Outland has chosen her
sister, Miss Judy Outland, as
her maid of honor.
Bridesmaids will be Miss
Leeanna Dick, Miss Janie

Flora, and Miss Kelly
Williams, all of Murray, and
Miss Kathy Helm of Stanford.
Mr. McKeel has chosen
Danny Spencer of Murray as
his best man. Groomsmen will
be Allen McKeel, brother of
the groom -elect, Bo
McDougal, Barry Herndon,
and Brown Crouch, all of Murray.
Ushers will be Kevin
Lawson and Al Luigs, both of
Murray.
The reception will immediately follow the
ceremony at the club house.
Only out of town invitations
have been sent, and all friends
and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

August Wedding Is
Planned At Home

11r. and lIrs. Frank ft ainscou
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wainscott will be honored by their
children on their 50th wedding anniversary with an informal
reception to be held in the library of the First Christian Church, Murray,on Sunday, July 27.
No formal invitations are being sent, but all friends and.
relatives are invited to attend the reception to be held
between the hours of 2 to 4 p.m. The couple requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Mr. Wainscott and the former Hazel E. Robertson were
married Aug. 9, 1930, in Frankfort, Ind., by the Rev. A. B.
Crossman in his study at the First Baptist Church there. Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Stinson were attendants.
The Wainscotts have made Murray their home since 1947
when Mr. Wainscott was employed by the Murray Division of
the Tappan Company. He retired in 1974.
They are the parents of three daughters — Mrs. R. D.
(Rowena) Miller, Frankfort, Ind., Mrs. Phil (Donna)
Sprunger, Mansfield, Ohio, and Mrs. L. D. (Nancy) Cathey,
Murray. They have eight living grandchildren, one
granddaughter-in-law, three grandsons-in-law, and three
great grandchildren.

GOING OUT
OF BUSINESS

30-50% off
*Gold & Silver Jewelry *Gifts
*Glass & Bar Ware *Silver *Brass
'Plaques & Awards *Wood

Greek
Dixiela

THE ACES'IRA

"Fun gives you a forcible
Now North's Blackwood
hug and shakes laughter out produced the shocker.
of you, whether you will or Thanks to South's strong
na"-- David Garrick.
opening bid, a response of
five clubs would have shown
either zero or four aces and
In a rubber bridge match
South had no stomach to
played in Houston, there
play at any grand slam.
were lots of laughs after the
So he fudged with the
play and defense of this
smallest lie possible and bid
hand. But not for the
five diamonds -- better to lie
defenders; their laughs
about one ace than to risk a
came later when the hurt of
lie about four. One ace
the lost cash had healed and
seemed about right for
the hilariousness of the situNorth and six hearts
ation became obvious.
became the final flyer.
South's bidding could only
West led a low trump and
take place in these days of
there were just no prospects
runaway inflation and high
in sight. Undaunted, South
interest rates. But there was
won and led a low diamond
some logic to his bids.
to dummy. West could see
His two club opening was
no problems; he flew up
an all-purpose force, an
quickly with his king,
attempt to steal the hand
intending to cash the spade
from slumbering opponents.
ace, but there was horror in
North's three diamonds was
his eyes when East's lone
a positive with diamonds
ace wrestled the trick (how
(two diamonds would be
could East possibly have the
negative) and South introdiamond ace when South's
duced his heart suit.
Blackwood response had
pinpointed that?).
East was now in his own
state of panic and, thinking

Final
Summer Clearance

ale Starts Wed.9:00 A.M.
Boys
Sizes 2-20

NORTH

OFF

Pageant Dresses
Sun Dresses
Sportswear
Shorts
Slacks

/2
OFF

7-22-A

•9 7 4
•A 7 5
•Q 10 97 3
*A 3
WEST
•A Q 6 5 3
•3
•K062
4J 42

of Hazel, were presented corsages. Mrs. Clifton Key, Murray, maternal grandmother of
'he honoree, was unable to attend due to illness.
Refreshments of coffee,
punch, cheese and sausage
balls, and cookies were served
at the table centered with an
arrangement of teal blue silk
flowers in a pewter spittoon
which was given to the
honoree after the bridal occasion.
Thirty-five relatives and
local friends attended the
bridal event.

Wass Betty Gar Howard
and Kiln Illyn (ragan
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. -Howard of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Betty Gay, to Kim Allen Grogan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Grogan of Murray.
Miss Howard is the granddaughter of Mrs. Marvin Howard
of Murray and the late Mr. Howard and of Mrs. L. M.
Williamson of Kevil and the late Mr. Williamson. A 1977
graduate of Calloway County High School, she will receive
her Bachelor of Science degree from Murray State University in December.She is presently employed liy Big John's.
Mr. Grogan is the grandson of Lloyd Houston of Murray.
and the late Mrs. Houston and of Mrs. Charles 0. Grogan of
Murray and the late Mr. Grogan. He is a 1976 graduat-e of
Murray High School and is presently employed by the Murray Electric System.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, Aug. 16, at
the home of the groom-elect's parents with the immediate
family in attendance.

Festival To Be, Kenlake
Registration is now underway for artists and craftsmen
who want to participate in the
Kenlake Arts and Crafts
Festival on Labor Day
weekend. This Western Kentucky event, sponsored by
Kentucky's
Western
Waterland, has drawn more
than 100 exhibits and over
15,000 spectators annually.
Festival regulations require
that all items on display must
be handcrafted work of the ex-

hibitor. Says Nita Ewing,
KWW Executive Secretary,
"We must ensure a quality
show for the thousands of
visitors who come to look and
buy."
Artists and craftsmen who
ere interested in displaying at
the Festival on August 30 and
31 should call 502-362-4282, or
write KWW, Route 1, Grand
Rivers, KY. 42045, to request
registration form and information. Exhibit fee is $10.00.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Doris O'Bryan of Harlin has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Angie M. Howard of Farmington Route 1 was dismissed
July 3 from .the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.

Ladies of the Oaks Country
Club will have activities of
golf and bridge on Wednesday,
July 23,at 9:30 a.m.
Golf with „Jennifer- Crouse as
hostess and bridge with Ruth
Caldwell as hostess will be
played at that time.
Hazel Ray was hostess for
the two person golf scramble
held on Ladies Day,July 16. .•
Winners were Burlene
Brewer and Jennifer Crouse. •
Second place, went to Essie
Caldwell and Peggy Noel.
carita Lamb and Doris Rose
had low on 7.
A ladies day luncheon was
served at noon with Barbara
McCuiston and Doll Redick as
chairmen of the hostesses.

Bluegrass Bedding
4120 Clarks River Rd.
Paducah, Ky.

July 21st-26th
Sheer Ninon Panels
60"x63"
60"x81"

$2"

4

Values To S6.99

Thursday—Friday—Saturday
We're Giving Away A Set Of Bedding
FREE FREE FREE

EAST
•K J 8 2
•62
•A
•K Q 109 7 5

SOUTH
•10
•K 010984
•J 5 4
406

Girls
Sizes 3-6X & 7-14

1/2

Sport Coats
Suits
Slacks
Dress Shirts

G CORN, JR

Miss Lisa Freeman, Aug.
16th bride-elect of John Lewis,
was complimented with a coffee held on Saturday, July 12,
at 10 a.m, at the fellowship
hall of the Salem Baptist Church,Lynn Grove.
Parents of the couple are
Mr. and Mrs. D. 0. Humphreys, Jr., and Mrs. John
Lewis,Sr., all of Paris, Tenn.
The hostesses for the bridal
occasion were Mrs. Donald
Crawford, Lynn Grove, aunt
of the honoree, Mrs. Jeff Key
and Mrs. Cliff Key, Lynn
Grove, and Mrs. Dwain
James, Houston, Texas, all
cousins of the bride-elect, and
Mrs. Bill Solomon of
Clarksville, Tenn.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a white and
navy sundress with matching
jacket. She was presented a
corsage of teal blue silk
flowers by the hostesses.
The mothers of the bridal
couple, alon,., with the
honoree's paternal -grandmother, Mrs. Olga Freeman

.•

I,adies 1)ay Events
Planned Wednesduy
At The Oaks Club

Army Reunion Is Planned
Local persons will be attenand $35.50 per night for
ding the 32nd annual reunion
doubles. Persons should not
of the 149th Infantry of the 38th
call the "Holiday Central
Division to be held Aug. 1 to 3
Registration System" for
at the Holiday Inn, 4805
reservations as the computer
Brownsboro Road, Louisville.
will indicate that the 60 rooms
Registration charges for the
are taken. A spokesman said
1980 reunion are 635 per couple
when you write or call for
which includes dues of $3,per
reservations, be sure to
year, hospitality room, Friday specify
that you are with the
evening smorgasbord, Satur- 149th
Association.
day evening meal and dance.
Motel charges will be added to
Persons planning to attend
this cost.
should make their reservaThe 149th association has tions immediately as unrented
reserved a block of 60 rooms rooms in the block area will
for the reunion at special rates have to be released soon if not
of 626.50 per night per singles reserved,a spokesman said.

Lisa Freeman Honored At
Coffee At Salem Church

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer.
South. The bidding:
South

24
3.
5•

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
3•
4 NT
6•

East
Pass
Pass
All pass

Opening lead Heart trey

Boys Waist Size 25-30

Levi's

Reg. to S19.25

Group

$11

49

Sale
Boys & Girls

Jewelry

Beach Hats

1/2 PRICE

1/2 PRICE

Famous Make
Boys & Girls

Swimwear
1
/2 OFF

7he step
Bel Air Shopping Center
753 1796

Months & Toddlers
Boys and Girls
Sunsuits
Overalls 1/11
Play Suits
Play Sets
OFF
Short Sets
Children's Fashions
Hrs 9 Mon St
a
9 9 Fri

Ce
adder

South had the spade ace (he
heard that Blackwood
response), he decided to do
something abnormal. So he
banged down his king of
clubs in a shortsighted
attempt to isolate dummy's
diamonds.
Declarer won dummy's
club ace in surprise, but was
not too stunned to claim his
12 tricks. "With a hundred
honors, partner."
Truth is indeed stranger
than fiction!

'

We are offering a choice of 3 different styles of bedroom suits, including dresser, mirror, headboard, frame and chest all for only...

Bid with Caw

South holds

7-22-B

•AQ653
•K 8 6 2
*Q 4 2
North
1•
2•
2•

South
I•
2•

ANSWER: Two no trump
Worth one more try for game
_
Send bridge questions to The Sens.
COBox 12163 Dallas Tesas 75225,
mils self addressed. stamped envelope
for reply

With This Purchase
We Will Give You A
$150.00 Set Of Bedding
With A Ten Year
Warranty Absolutely
FREE

-
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10 Years Ago
Spciali.st Fourth Class Reggie Key,
son of Mr.and Mrs. Herbert Key,is now
serving with the Army at Fort Lewis,
Washington.
Deaths reported include Eugene M.
Dale.
The Kenlake State Resort Park has
been selected as the top resort park for
June,according to W.James Host, Kentucky Parks commissioner.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Prentice Tucker on July 16, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Chadwick on
July 19, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Kesterson on July 18.
Miss Jeannie Pat Miller, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Cy Miller of Hazel, and
Kent Kingins, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hal
K. Kingins, were married June 27 at the
Hazel Baptist Church.
Dr. Nan K. Ward has been named to
the faculty of the Health, Physical
Education and Recreation Department
at Murray State University.
Ice milk is listed at 43 cents for half
gallon in ad for Parker's Food Market.

State GOP Is 'Ship'
Without Captain'
Kentucky delegation, except for the
convenient absence of former Gov.
Louie Nunn and retiring 5th District
Rep. Tim Lee Carter.
The two, who feuded internally for
many years before making their peace
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — "The
when Nunn ran unsuccessfully for
Kentucky Republican Party is a ship
governor last year, still had the tendenwithout a captain," one party member
cy to clash over personal and political
commented before 27 delegates went to
matters.
the national convention last week.
But they were not in Detroit, and
Now that the GOP group has returned
there were no manipulative moves. Any
from Detroit, the observation remains
disgruntlement was reduced to private
true in a sense.
comments by delegates.
The convention itself changed
Former state chairman Lee Nunn of
nothing, merely demonstrating that the
Barren County, brother of Louie Nunn,
delegation chairman, 4th District Rep.
was on hand, but kept extremely low
Gene Snyder, is skilled as a temporary
key, not even attending the convention
leader who got his way — no controveruntil almost the midway point...
sy surfaced during the Kentucky proAnyway, Lee Nunn was busy talking
ceedings — and in the art of presenting
to old political friends at the top and
a public image of unity.
either observing or advising on the
From the outset, it was clear that the
Reagan-Ford negotiations — Nunn was
Kentuckians would follow the theme of
a chief organizettfor Ford in 1976.
most of the national convention — harThat left the field clear for Snyder,
mony behind presidential nominee
who told reporters he had no intention
Ronald Reagan and a willingness to let
of filling what he called "somewhat of a
him do exaCtly what he wanted about a
vacuum" in the GOP state leadership.
running mate and platform.
Liz Thomas of Edgewood,the current
For example, there probably was
Republican chairnan, helped organize
'considerable sentiment in the delegaactivities for the somewhat bored
tion for Sen. Howard Baker of neighbordelegates, as did acting executive
ing Tennessee for vice president, before
director Ray Welsh of Frankfort.
he became a non-person with the GOP
Mrs. Thomas, elected months ago in
bigwigs.
an effort by the party to keep the peace
A number of delegates also expressed
for awhile, is a nuts-and-bolts organizer
favorable leanings toward George
whcbeither has avoided a hard leaderBush, who eventually got the nominaship line so far or not seen the need for
tion.
it yet.
But when the rumors about a Reagan
One of her memoranda to delegates
ticket with former President Ford
news
stressed the need for wearing suits and
reached the feverish stage, and
dresses so as to present an acceptable
reporters were scrambling for comimage for television.
ment in advance of the final developNow that the Republicans are back
ment,the delegates in general accepted
home,they _cab begin arguing openly if
the situation with casual enthusiasm at
they wish.
the least.
The next opportunity will be the
And when roll call came for vice
meeting of the state central committee
president — Reagan, of course, was
Saturday at Somerset.
pledged all 27 delegates on the first
ballot — only three delegates broke
away to vote for more conservative
candidates than Bush.
Underneath the aura of togetherness
that Snyder worked hard to cultivate
was the usual conservative-moderate
split that has dominated Kentucky
delegations in prior conventions.
Sir:
But it never showed up overtly, in
I observed Teddy "Chappquiddick"
the
caucus
a
for
part because except
Kennedy on television as he made fun of
Kenthe
n,
first day of the conventio
Ronald Reagan and Gerald Ford about
tuckians never met to discuss any
their discussions re the presidential and
issues or preferences.
vice-presidential nominations.
"This is a fun convention," Snyder
Kennedy stated that he understood
said. "I don't have any problems and I
that Reagan was a 9 to 5 man- And that'
don't want any problems."
Reagan could work the first shift and
Even with a ho-hum national convenFord could work the second shift.
bon and no issues in the air,there might
We all can sleep peacefully in the
have been underground tension in the
firm knowledge that he will not be
working either shift.
Very truly yours,
Buel E.Stalls,Sr.
407 North Fifth Street
Jesus Christ the same yesterday,
Murray, Kentucky 42071
and today, and forever. Hebrews
13:8.
AN AP Analysis
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer

Letter To The Editor
Thoughts On Teddy

20 Years Ago

Garrott's Galley

All the hullabaloo about the popular
science fiction movies of today, "Star
Wars" and "The Empire Strikes
Back," brings to mind an experience
three good friends of mine in St. Louis
had some years ago when I was with
Ralston Purina.
The time was 1954, and all the rocket
stuff was the talk of the times with Alan
Shepard and John Glenn being the first
brave enough to let 'em shoot them up
in space for trips down the Atlantic and
around the earth.
To capitalize on all this publicity, the
company had come up with a breakfast
food komotion built around a 35-foot
long rocket ship which•it had built. They
transported it around the country for
months, letting little boys and girls
climb through it while their mommies
shopped at the big super markets.
Once they felt the rocket ship had
served its purpose, someone came up

(eR Aff'Tr
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The Story Of

Amid life's changes, our trie,t in
Sod is a firm anchor.

—404
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^ Thoughts
In Season

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright, 1971

By Ken Wolf
For many social, political and
religious thinkers of our generation,
Jesus Christ has become a social and
political revolutionary. For others, he
is the very guardian of the status quo
and the enemy of all social change.
To the Roman Catholic theologian
Hans Kung, author of On Being a
Christian (1974), the truth lies in the
middle. Christ was a revolutionary,
Kung wrote, but hardly a political
rebel.
What he did set going was a
decidely non-violent revolution: a
revolution emerging from man's
Innermost and secret nature,
from the personal center, from
the heart of man, Into society.
There was to be...a radical
change in man's thinking and a
conversion away iron) all forms
of selfishness, toward God and
his fellow man.
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By M.C. Garrott

Parking A Rocket Ship Is One Thing,
Finding It The Next Day Is Another

Bible Thought
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with the bright idea that they have a big
nationwide contest and to give the
rocket ship away as a prize.
This they did, and an 11-year-old boy
in Peoria, UI., won it. My three friends
were to take it to Peoria and make the
presentation in an appropriate
ceremony. If was to be one big last
publicity bash. Life magazine said it
would cover it.
+++
The day before the ceremony,a bitter
cold February day with snow all over
the place, the three of them took the
rocket-bearing rig - a big tractor with
the rocket ship on a long, flat-bed
trailer — to Peoria.
One was Joe Getlin, who was head of
the grocery products division. He now
is retired. Another was George Kyd,
now vice-president and director of
public relations, and the third was Don
Jacobsrneyer, now the company's
managerof state government affairs.
They arrived well after dark.
Don, being more or less the junior
member of the trio as far as authority,
influence, seniority and all that was
concerned, was given the assignment of
finding a suitable parking place for the
truck and its rocket ship tow. Joe and
George went on to a hotel.
Finding a parking place in a strange
city late at night for a 35-foot long
rocket ship is no easy matter, especially for someone as inexperienced in 18wheelers as my friend Don was, and
after spending some time looking, he
hailed a policeman and asked for help.

rocket and take it to the award
ceremony site.
A problem became apparent when
the taxi driver asked where they
wanted to go.
Realizing that he had failed to get the
address and the name of the street
where he had parked the rocket ship,
Don simply said, "I don't know. We've
lost our rocket ship."
At first, the cab driver didn't believe
Don was serious, and apparently
thought he had picked up a bunch of
real nuts. he was soon convinced,
however, that they really had lost such
a thing when the contest and the planned award ceremony was explained to
him. Although still a bit skeptical, he
cruised the streets until it was located.
The award ceremony went off
without hitch, the company realized
some very valuable national publicity
in Life magazine and the 11-year-old
Peoria boy became the envy of, his
playmates with a 35-foot long rocket
ship in his backyard in which to fantasize exciting flights and battles in
outer space.
No doubt, that cabdriver, if he is still
hauling folks around Peoria, still gets a
chuckle out of recalling the morning he
picked up five fellows and went looking
for a parked rocket ship.

S. V. Foy,county agent, was speaker
at the meeting of the Murray Civitan
Club held last night at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Deaths reported include Lucien M.
Young,67, and W.E. Griffith,46.
J. M. Evans of El Paso, Texas, will
speak at the third annual rally of Baptist Men to be held July 30 at Jonathan
Creek Baptist Assembly.
Bobby Joe Sims will be speaker and
Jim Hurt will direct the singing at the
gospel meeting at the Friendship
Church of Christ July 24 to 31.
Mildred Swann, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bunn C. Swann, was married to
Dr. Harold Harvey of Shreveport, La.,
on July 16 at First Methodist Church.
Mrs. Franie Evans was honored at a'
surprise dinner held in celebration of
her 74th birthday July 24 10 31.
Bologna is listed as selling for 29
cents per pound in the ad for Parker's
Food Market.

30 Years Ago
Army reservists have been unable to
resign since July 12, according to the
announcement from First Army Headquarters. This is due to the war in
Korea.
E. B. Howton,official of the Calloway
County Fair scheduled for Aug. 9, 10,
and 11, said the fair will feature a dog
show, pet show, horse show, and many
other events.
I. H. Key, superintendent of building
and grounds of Murray State College,
said he and his men have been working
to improve the appearance of the campus including the leveling and walks
between the new science building and
the industrial arts building.
A total of 1,570 books costing $8,118.50
were added to the Murray State College
Library in the fiscal year erfding in
June, according to Joe H. Bailey,
librarian.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include twin boys to Mr. and
Mrs. Ervie Richard Schroader, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Knight, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Russell, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William W. Watkins.
Mrs. Otis Lovins was hostess for the
meeting of the Pottertown
Homemakers Club held at her home.
Mrs. Thomas Culpepper, president,
presided.

+++
A lot of funny things happened to us
on the road. Another friend at Purina,
Bob Green, who is the company's
meeting and travel operations
manager, once was in Madrid, Spain,
for an international sales convention.
He learned that when the Spanish
language is spoken you generally get
what you ask for.
When Bob arrived at his hotel on that
trip, he asked the deslurian if he could
have a blackboard to use in the next
day's sessions. The man told Bob he
would see what could be done.
Each morning during the rest of the
week, Bob would stop at the desk and
ask the man about the blackboard.
As he was leaving the hotel on the
final day of the convention, the
deskman stopped him. He proudly
presented him with a wooden board
which had been painted a gleaming
black.

+++
The policeman said he knew of one
place where the rocket could be parked,
and told Don to follow him. After driving more than a mile through the
February snow, they came to the place
where there was available parking
space.
The policeman even waited while Don
parked the rocket ship, then was kind
enough to give him a ride back to the
hotel where Joe and George already
had registered and were waiting.
The next morning, the three of them
as well as two Life magazine
photographers, who had been sent to
Peoria to film the unusual presentation,
hailed a taxi. They were to get the

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42971.
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Low Down

FROM THE

By Joe Crump

Congressional
Record

Abscam Spurs
Misconduct Bill
REPRESENTATIVE CHARLES E.
GRASSLEY (Iowa) "...The Abscam
scandal that has dazed Capital Hill
recently has plunged public confidence
in our country's legislators to rock bottom. The public has been shocked at
allegations of videotape payoffs to Congressmen. But there is a growing body
conof evidence of illegal congressional
duct in the past decade and, I fear a
growing public perception of a system
to
of congressional ethics that appears
tolerate rather than defer such
crimes...
"The talk of reform among many
Members, however, has been far less
enthusiastic in the cloak-room than on
the House floor...
"Today, I am reintroducing legislation that I have proposed previously in
the 94th and 95th Congresses. Since that
time, one Member of Congress has
resigned in disgrace for misusing office
account money. Another Congressman
pleaded guilty to violation of Federal
election laws in 1977 and served 7 months in prison. A third was convicted of
taking salary kickbacks from his staff
prior to his election and subsequently
censured by his colleagues. It appears
the present is every bit, if not more ripe
for initiating some meaningful reform.
"My bill (H.R. 7673) would form a

a

Today In History

Citizens Oversight Panel which would
allow private citizens to accept complaints concerning conduct of Members
of Congress and their staffs. If, after a
preliminary investigation, the majority
of citizens on the panel determined the
ethics code might have been violated,
the panel could direct the House Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
to investigate.
"I believe this bill would help place
elected officials under closer scrutiny
and would force Members of Congress
to be more diligent in weeding out
unethical behavior...
"With renewed pressure from the
electorate we should pass this legislation into law, restoring public trust and
confidence in Congress and improving
citizen access to Congress in case
doubts are raised about an official's
conduct." (H.R. 7673 was cosponsored
by Donald J. Pease (Ohio); Bruce F.
Vento (Minn.); Benjamin A. Gilman
(N.Y.); Jim Mattox (Texas); and John
T. Burton (Calif.)
+++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Citizen apathy could be the death of
'H.R. 7673. Unless the sponsoring Congressmen hear from their constituents,
and others, it's unlikely the Bill will get out of committee.

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, July 22, the 204th
day of 1980. There are 162 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On July 22, 1933, Wiley Post completed the first round-the-world flight in
his plane,the Widnie May.
On this date:
In 1798, French forces under
Napoleon Bonaparte were occupying
the Egyptian city of Cairo.
In 1812, English troops under the
Duke of Wellington defeated the French
at the battle of Salamanca in Spain.
In 1934, FBI agents in Chicago shot
and killed the notorious John Dillinger.
Ten years ago, floods in India swept
more than 500 Hindu pilgrims into a
river in the Himalayan foothills.
Five years ago, Robert E. Lee
postumously won his final skirmish of
the Civil War when Congress voted'to
restore his citizenship.
Last year, Israeli planes bombed
three Lebanese towns and 15 people
were reported killed.
Today's birthday. Rose Kennedy,
mother of the late President John F.
Kennedy,is 90.
Thought for today: I always prefer to
believe the best of everybody. It saves
so much trouble — hudyard Kipling
1865'-1936.
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Low tar/good taste combination,scores impressive
3-to4 victory over leading high tar brands.
There's a low tar cigarette
that's challenging high tar
smoking—and winning.
The cigarette: MERIT.
High Tars Suffer Setback
Nationwide smoker research
documents that smokers prefer
MERIT
Blind Taste Tests:In tests
where brand identity was
concealed, a significant majority
of smokers rated the taste of
low tar MERIT as good as—or
high tar
better than
brands. Even cigarettes having
twice the tar!
Smoker Preference: Among
the 95% of smokers statirig a
, Warning: The Surgeon General Has. Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to_Your Health.

preference, the MERIT low tar/
good taste combination was
favored 3 to 1 over high tar
leaders when tar levels were
revealed!
Long-Term Satisfaction:lh
the latest survey of former
high tar smokers who have
switched to MERIT,9 out of 10
reported they continue to enjoy
smoking, are glad they switched,
and reported MERIT is the
best-tasting low tar they've
ever tried!
MERIT is the proven
.
alternative to high tar smoking.
And you can taste it.
0 Philip Morris loc. 1980

Kings:8 mg "tar.'0.6 mg nicotine-100's Reg: 10 mg "ter:'0.7 mg nicotine100's Men: 11 mg"tee;0.8 mg nicotine ev.per cigarette,FTC Report Dec79

Kings&100's

4.
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Murray Pitching, Speed Advances All-Star
Team Into Little League District Playoff

MURRAY'S SPEED ON THE BASES led to a flurry of runs as Mark West beats another
tag by the Carlisle County catcher.

DAVID HIBBITIS
Sports Editor
FULTON, Ky. — The Murray Little League all-star
team's pitching wizardry has
struck again. With Jimmy
Brannon coming back to do
the honors this time, Murray
defeated Carlisle County, 10-1,
last night to move into the
district championship game
against Henderson National
Friday night at 7 p.m. at the
Murray field.
Carrying a no-hitter into the
last inning, Brannon surrendered a hit to the first batter and then held on for Murray's third one-hitter in the
four district games so far.
"He seems to be getting better each game," Murray
coach Steve West said about
his poised pitcher. "He stayed
in control the whole game
tonight."
Brannon finished the game
with eight strikeouts to go with
the 12 he had against Carlisle
in his first outing.
Although the closest he
came to serious trouble was a
couple of full counts with a
runner on base, Brannon admitted that it was not as easy
as it looked.
"I guess it was a little easier
in about the third or fourth in-

Expos Offer Pretty Good Case
For Beanball As Purpose Pitch
•

Williams, too, admitted he
And, with a laugh, he added,
By BRUCE LOWTTT
"Evidently they didn't had to hold his breath a bit."A
AP Sports Writer
few rockets out there tonight.
establish that tonight."
Beanball? A menace to
Quite a few...It's a good thing
baseball? Don't talk nonsense.
we had a six-run lead. I felt
It's just a brushback pitch —
pretty safe — except it didn't
and it has its purpose. So says
work out that way."
Dick Williams. And his MonElsewhere in the National
His counterpart, Braves
Atlanta
the
and
treal Expos
League, Houston edged New Manager Bobby Cox, added:
conpretty
a
Braves offered
York 3-2, St. Louis downed Los "Six runs down, especially in
vincing case Monday night.
Angeles 5-2 and Cincinnati the first inning. I wasn't too
In that launching pad called shaded Philadelphia 5-4. worried because we had 27
Atlanta Stadium, Gary Carter Chicago and San Francisco outs left to score, and the way
crashed a grand-slam home played 12 scoreless innings we've been hitting the ball
run in a six-run first inning before darkness suspended lately, I figured we had a
and a two-run homer in the play. The game was to resume chance."
seventh while the Braves today.
Rick Matula gave up
unloaded five home runs in
"It was probably one of the Carter's grand slam and Gene
their 8-6 loss.
best nights I've had in the ma- Garber allowed what proved
"Now do you see why it's jor leagues," Carter said. to be his winning homer,
good to use the brushback "But more than anything else, enabling the Expos to edge
pitch a little?" Williams, the I'm pleased we won the game. two percentage points ahead
Expos' manager,offered after I remember the last time we of idle Pittsburgh in the East
the fireworks had ended. were in here, Larry Parrish Division.
"There are no more now than hit three home runs and drove
Winner Scott Sanderson
there have been in the last 105 in seven runs, and the final allowed homers by Glen Hubyears. The beanball isn't the score was Atlanta 8, Parrish
bard and pinch-hitter Biff
7."
term. It's brushback pitch."
Pocoroba, then Chris
Chambliss, Bob Homer and
Jeff Burroughs jolted Montreal reliever with seventhinning homers.
Astros 3, Meta 2
Some guys would be nerMurray basketball coach 753-8974. Everyone attending
Cary Miller is still seeking ap- the camp will receive a free vous, standing at the plate
with the bases-loaded, two
plicants for his summer camp, camp t-shirt.
"I want to get as many outs and the score tied in the
which will run during the week
of July 26 through August 1 for youngsters in the camp as I bottom of the ninth. But not
can," Miller said. "I thought Terry Puhl. He calmly stroked
boys in grades 4-9.
Anyone interested can pick this time of year would be a the single up the middle that
up an application at the high good time for them to come gave the Astros their victory
school or call coach Miller at out."

NI Roundup

Miller Still Looking
For Applicants To Camp

CORN-AUSTIN
Will Be Closed Wed. July 23
preparing for their Final
Clearance. Sale which will
start 9:00 a.m. Thur. July 24.

In first rounds of the double
elimination Kentucky League
all-star tournament last night,
the Cards beat the Cubs, 14-9,
and the Pirates beat the Reds,
5-1.
For the Cards, David Sykes
was the winning pitcher, going

Carroll Tire & Wheel
Alignment
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West lauded his defense's
response to the grounders
behind Brannon's pitching,
and he also was happy with
the adjustment his hitters had
made since the last game.
"I think they really wanted
it tonight," he said. "During
the last couple of practices, we
have working hard to be selective.
"On the first pitch tonight,
we did that. We worked on
making contact. If we hit
ground balls with our team
speed, we are going to score
runs. We were also aggressive
on the basepaths."
Murray's speed demons attacked Carlisle from the opening crack of the bat, when Jay
Watson connected for a triple.
Watson then came in on a
passed ball, which was to
typify Carlisle's total futility
for the rest of the night.
Murray continued to pour on
the runs. After a two-run first
inning, the one run it scored in
the second inning accented
how much everything would
go in Murray's favor.
Again trying to keep the ball
on the ground to score Dill,
Watson managed to meet the
ball halfway and laid down a
chopper that somehow spun
back inside the first base line
to stay fair and allow Dill to
beat the catcher, who retrieved the ball, home.
That inning left Carlisle a
discouraged team. In the
fourth inning more frustration
followed as an appeal attempt
failed when the Carlisle pit-

and widened their NL West
lead over the Dodgers to 1SS
games.
"Pressure? I felt no
pressure," Puhl said. "It was
a rather calm task."
Frank LaCorte, 6-0, got the
victory with two perfect innings, his first since being
sidelined last week by a case
of strep throat. "I don't think
I'll get him sick anymore,"
Manager Bill Virdon joked.
Cardinals 5, Dodgers 2
A few good words of advice
from St. Louis Manager
Whitey Herzog woke up Dane
Iorg's bat after 83 homerless
games as his three-run blast in
the sixth inning carried the
Cardinals past Los Angeles.
"It was obvious by the way I
wasn't hitting that something
was wrong," said Iorg. "I just
had to get my weight back in
my stance. I was too much on
my front foot."
Ted Simmons also homered
for St. Louis and Rick Monday
homered for the Dodgers.
Reds 5, Phillies 4
Ken Griffey and Johnny
Bench doubled to break a
seventh-inning tie and, after a
rain delay of nearly an hour,
Dan Driessen singled Bench
home with what proved to be
Cincinnati's winning run that
handed the PhiIs fourth consecutive loss and seventh in
their last 10 games.

Cards, Pirates Win
Tournament Games
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rung," Brannon said. "The
first two were kinds nerve
breaking. 1 was just trying to
keep my mind off the walks."
"I asked Jimmy to keep the
ball low and in, and occasionally low and out," West
added.
Even when Brannon did surrender a walk to the Carlisle
lineup, he would come right
back with one of his eight
strikeouts or force a ground
ball to the infield, which
played an errorless game.

753-14041
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three innings to strike out
three batters and give up
three hits. He added two hits,
two runs and a run batted in to
the scoring attack.
Jay Winchester had three
hits, including two doubles.
scored three runs and had an
RBI. Mickey Jones had two
hits, including a double, and
an RBI.
The Cubs were led by Brian
Hale, who had a triple, a run
and an RBI while Jeff Summerville had a double and an
RBI.
For the Pirates, Bengie
Bogard notched the win with a
complete game. He struckout
10 batters and allowed only
one hit, a double by the Reds'
Eric Grogan.
The Pirates' hitting was led
by Corey Wells with two hits,
including a double, two runs
and two RBI. Troy Seargent
added two hits, including El
double, and a run while Jeff
Durham had a double, scored,
a run and drove in one. '
The touniameni will continue tonight, weather permitting, with the first game
between the two losers starting at 6.30p.m.

cluding a triple, and a RBI.
The winner of the MurrayHenderson National game Friday night will advance to the
state tournament beginning
July 31 in Paintsville. Murray
only has to win one game
while Henderson has to win
two in order to advance to the
state.

cher Mark West had two hits
in three at bats, drove in three
runs and scored three.

cher forgot to step off the rubbet.
But West said after the
game that Carlisle County had
come a long way since losing
badly in its first game of its
first appearance ever in the
district tournament last year.
For Murray, the run production was well balanced. Cat-

Jay Watson had two hits and
scored three runs while Jimmy Kelly had two hits and
drove in three. David Dill added two hits and two runs while
Brannon had three hits, in-
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BIG WHEE
Julie Pittmar
Eric Duncan,
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JIMMY BRANNON (with cap in background and facing ahead) is swarmed by his
teammates after polishing off his one-hitter.

Staff Photos By David Hibbitts

Stone And Quisenberry
Would Be Perfect Staff
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The perfect pitching staff in
the American League these
days would have Steve Stone
starting and Dan Quisenberry
finishing.
Stone, who has become the
ace of the Baltimore staff
ahead of a couple of Cy Young
winners, posted his 13th consecutive triumph Monday
night as the Orioles defeated
the Minnesota Twins 12-5 in

a
of
nightcap
the
doubleheader after dropping
the opener 8-7 in 11 innings.

AL Roundup
Meaanwhile, Kansas City's
Quisenberry took over the
league lead with his 20th save
as the Royals edged the
Chicago White Sox 2-1.
Elsewhere, the Milwaukee

Brewers trimmed the New
York Yankees 7-4, the Detroit
Tigers clobbered the California Angels 14-3, the Texas
Rangers downed the Boston
Red Sox 5-3, the Toronto Blue
Jays nipped the Oakland A's 10 and the Seattle Mariners
blanked the Cleveland Indians
7-0.
Stone blanked the Twins until the eighth inning, when
they scored five times, three
on a double by Ron Jackson.

CARDS — I
luffman, Sea
Marshall Gilli

Marty Save-Mart says Welcome To Our

STUFFERS Niel, Jason A
Ruccio, Scot
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SALE
801 Coldwater Rd., Murray, Ky.
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Specials Good July 21-27
Colonial
Prairie Farm
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East League 1-Ball Co-Champions

4

BIG WHEELS — Front row, left to right, Chrissy Dunn, Willie Roberts, LaDan Cook,
Julie Pittman, Shawn Slater; back row, Tommy Morgan, Eddie Rehmus, Brian McClard,
Eric Duncan, Daryl Eldridge.
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CARDS — Front row, left to right, Darra Mitchell, Chris Vaden, Natalie Ross, Jeffrey
Luffman, Sean Vaughn, Jeremy Grogan; back row, Coach Charles Reed, Jason Reed,
Marshall Gillian, Darby Futrell, Chris Wyatt, Ryan Dawson.

STUFFERS — Front row, left to right, Pamela Bucy, Jason West, Jon Tubbs, Mickey
Hiel, Jason Adams, Le Ann Damell; back row, Assistant Coach Michael Ruccio, Mike
Ruccio, Scottie Gray, Scott West, Anthony Black, P.J. Luciano, Ginger Stinchfield,
Coach Paul Black.

Nobody Can Do It
Better As Comaneci
Scores Perfect 10.0
By FRED ROTHENBE1RG
AP Sports Writer
MOSCOW (AP) — For an
athlete whose sheer perfection
has given so much joy to the
world, Nadia Comaneci sure
doesn't seem to be having any
j fun.
There she Was again Monday, being told that nobody
coda do it better because how
do you top perfection? And
what did Nadia do? She didn't
crack a smile after her
flawless trip over the balance
beam. She remained expressionless after the perfect 10.0
was flashed on the
scoreboard.
It wasn't until her Romanian coaches crowded around
her, offeripg congratulations,
that she aliowed a smile —
short and sweet — and then it
was back to the business at
hand.
The business Monday was
compulsory maneuvers on the
balance beam, vault, uneven
parallel bars and the floor exercises — the first half of-the
two-day team competition
that also serves as qualifying
for the individual all-around
title later this week at the 1980
Summer Olympics.
Watching Comaneci perform, one is struck by the intensity of her concentration.
There is no room for emotion
when all that inner strength is
directed toward the perfect
performance. It's been said
that other special athletes,
Ted Williams and Ben Hogan,
had that same icy demeanor
— and that same quest for
perfection.
One slip of that steely deter=
mination, and her last four
years of practice and sacrifice
wiU seem unfulfilled. One little mistake, and there's
always someone waiting to
take your place at the top of
the sport. There's always
somebody.
Comaneci knows. She's been
there. Four years ago at the
Montreal Olympics, when she
was 14, she replaced Olga Korbut of the Soviet Union as the
sport's superstar. Now,
maybe
it's
Natalia
Shaposhnikova as heir apparent. Comaneci did her little
miss perfect act on the
balance beam,chipped in with
9.95s on the other three apparatus — and she still
couldn't
shake
Shaposhnikova.
The 19-year-old Soviet star,
who like Comaneci was injured for the 1979 world championships, also was perfect.
She picked up a 10.0 in the
vault, added 9.95s on the other
pieces of equipment and tied
Comaneci with 39.85 out of a
possible 40.0
"Such high marks are
unheard of in international
competition," said a Soviet

gymnastics expert. "It has
happened in national meets
but never at the Olympics or
world championships."
Nelli Kim, the Eurasian
from the Soviet Union who
was supposed to be Comaneci's main rival here, slipped to fourth in the cornpuLsories behind Maxi Gnauck
of East Germany. But the
depth of the Soviets was evident as they totalled 197.75
points. East Germany was second at 196.80 and Romania
onetenth of a point further
behind.
The women's free exercises
deciding the team medals will
be held Wednesday.
The men returned to gym.
nastics competition today,
bidding for medals with the second half of the team competition. The Soviets, with a commanding lead, were expected
to win the gold on the strength
of performances from allaround champion Alexander
Dityatin and Nikolai Andrianov, a quadruple gold
medal winner four years ago
who seems to have recovered
from last year's chest injury.
So far, the host Soviets have
been having the most fun at
their Olympic party with six
gold and 11 total medals. East
Germany actually has one
more medal overall but three
less gold after two days of
competition at the first Games
in modern history without an
American team.
These two East European
sports powers were expected
to pick up more medals as
swimming finals in the men's
1,500 freestyle, women's 400
freestyle and men's 100
breaststroke were to be contested today.
The U.S. absence, due to its
boycott in response to the
Soviet ,intervention in
Afghanistan, has been felt the
most at the swimming pool. At
Montreal, American men won
12 of the 13 events, and the
U.S. women have held their
own against the East Germans in the past two years.

the opening day of
Keeneland's July Selected
Yearling Sale.
Mrs. Green, who gave her
address only as California,
bought no horses in Monday's

This Can
Be Your
Biggest
Waste
Maker

dirty carburetor can
waste costly fuel. See
us for a tune up now...we'll readjust or rebuild yours to work
to perfection. Call 753-1750

A

Boyd's Auto Repair
201 Se. 7tit

We're Experts
ilum

afternoon sale session. But in
the night session, which ended
early today,she took her place
among the high rollers by
claiming five thoroughbreds
from the consignment of
Leslie Combs II's Spendthrift
Farm.
Her purchases included the
day's high bid — $1.4 million
for a bay colt by Northern
Dancer out of Gold Digger.
That upstaged Tom Cooper of
the British Bloodstock Agency
Ireland, who minutes before
had paid $1.25 million for a
Northern Dancer colt out of
Fleur.
Mrs. Green's bid tied for
third-highest in Keeneland
history. Cooper and his BBAIreland colleagues made a run
at the Northern Dancer-Gold
Digger colt, but dropped out of
the bidding at $1.25 million.
Mrs. Green also paid
$275,000 for a filly by Raise a
Native out of Lost Control,
$250,000 for a Wajima-Gipsy
Jet colt, $160,000 for a colt by
The Axe II out of My Guest,
and $135,000 for a Majestic
Prince colt out of Easter
Robin.
It was a profitable day for
Combs, who saw 18 of his
yearlings auctioned for nearly
$4.4 million, averaging
$253,277.
Consignors of Northern
Dancer progeny also enjoyed
a profitable day. The leading
sire in four of the last six
years, seven of Northern
Dancer's offspring brought
$4.7 million.
Pete Heath, manager of
Mike Rutherford's Manchester Farm near Lexington,
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By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
Mattel Leave
ST LOU LS CARDINALS- Placed Bobby Bonds, outfielder on the 11
-day dunned list Called up Terry Landrum from
the Springfield Redbirds of the
American Association
BASKETBALL
National Basketball A...elegies
WS ANGELES LAKERS-Signed
Butch Carter, guard-forward, to•multiyew contract
FOOrTBALL
NatWest Football Lesgie
BUFFALO BILLS-Waived Willie
Parker, center
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS-waived OYU Anderson. defensive end; Enc. Darby
and Wilbert Hatt, running backs; Al
Jeftries and Curia Antnun, defensive
endi Ed Lenagh and Mark 1 wanowski,
tight ends, Bob Jahn, wide receiver;
Kurta Jonker, tackle, Rob Preston,
quarterback. Stephen Rose, defensive
back, Matt Long, linebacker Placed
Charlie Taylor, wide receiver, on the injured reserve List
MIAMI DOLPHINS-Signed Bob Martin, linebacker Pieced Steve Davis,
linebacker, on waivers.
P ITTSBURGH
STEEL.ERS-Announced that Ken Fritz,
center; Rick Jone, offensive lineman;
and Ned Parrish, linebacker, had left
camp
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS-Announced
that Bill Gregory, defensive end, haa
agreed to a series of contracts extending
through 1962

Sports In Brief
BASEBALL
unneeded Amy Holton of Sarasota, Fla
In other matches. seconteedei Zina
NEW YORK i AP - Pitcher Larry
ousted ninth-seeded Laurie McNeil of
Garrison of Houston beat Ginny DickinMcWilliams of the Atlanta Braves was son of Winter Park, Fla., 01,4-I; thirdHouston 6-1,6-3.
named the National League Player of deeded Carol Heynen of Long Beach,
BOWLING
the Week for pitching two complete -Calif., beat Charlotte Haberstroh, of
TUCS)N, Ant. (API - Mike Aulby
game victories during the week, beating Salisbury. Md., 6-1, 6-1, Fourth-seeded
trought his match play record to 21-3
New York 5-2 and Philadelphia 3-2.
and cruised to the top-slated position by
Barbara Gerken of Thousand Oaks,
GOLF
599 pins going into the finals of the
Calif., beat Alice Been, 7-6, 6-2;
WATERLOO, Iowa
- Laurie
unseeded Mary Dinnerm of Winter Part
05,000 Tucson Open. Aulby averaged 212
Rinker of Stuart, Fla., fired a 1-underfor 42 games. Dennis Lose won the setoppled I Ithseeded ant Gatess of
par 72 to lead the qualifiers at the
cond seed positton.
Hillsborough. Calif.. 2-6, 7-5. 94, and
Women's Western Golf Association
Junior Tournament.
Joanne Pacillo of Standford Calif., was
in second place at 75. Three golfers were
tied u176. Sherri Steinhauer of Madison,
Wis.; Nancy Ballard of Pontiac. Mich.,
and Nancy Ledbetter of Lake Zurich,
III., in the tournament for golfers ages 17
and under.
TENNIS
RICHMOND, Va. (API - Martina
(DOES NOT INCLUDE BAGS OR ACCESSORIES)
Navritalova beat Duk Hee Lee of South
Korea 6-1.4-1 in her opening match of the
$100,000 women's tennis tournament in
Richmond.
In other matches: No. 8 seed Barbara
Potter beat Kate Latham 3-6, 7-5, 6-2:
No. 6 seed Terry Holladay beat Pettra
Delhess of Switzerland 3-6, 6-4, 6-2; Stacy
Margolin beat Peanut Lowe 6-1, 6-4;
Rosalyn Fairbank of South Africa beat
Leslie Allen 1-6, 6-3, 7-5; Mary Lou
Piatelf beat Trey Lewis 6-1,2.4, 6-2, and
Betsy Nagelsen beat Paula Smith 6-4,6-

Aigner
0,
50/I) Shoes

ORLANDO, Fla.(API - First-seeded
Susan Mascarin of Gross Pointe Shores,
Mich., beat Laurie Anne MacGill of
Baltimore 6-2, 6-0 in secondround action
in the Natioual Girls 160 Clay Court tennis championships.
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Hot Weather
Machine
So. . . Let Us Do The Work
•
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•

100% Pure Ground
Prices Good
Thru
July 29,
1980

broke a Keeneland record by
bidding $800,000 for a sister to
Triple Crown winner Affirmed. The previous record for a
filly at Keeneland was
$750,000.
The crowd buzzed expectantly as the daughter of Exclusive Native and Won't Tell
You was led into the auction
ring. Bidding began at $100,000
and jumped quickly to
$500,000. It stalled momentarily at $750,000, but Heath eventually settled the matter.

Why pay 500/o
more for a
copier than
you need to!

Major Leagues At A Glance

k%.% Iti OM:IAA
etibip

Mystery Woman Tops Keeneland Buyers
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (Ae) —
Dolly Green was something of
a mystery woman, but she
made a $2.22 million splash on

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Beef Patties

2 per 1 b. Hamburger Steak
4 per 1 lb. Hamburger Patties
5 per 1 lb. Hamburger Patties
6 per 1 lb. Hamburger Patties

34
Lb.

III

225Lb..325Lb.

•
roo
0

Sides Of Choice Beef $ 3s
Guaranteed Tender
I
Per Lb.

0
•
•

The new -and very reliableA B lick 990 plain paper cop
ler compares to equipment cost
log 50% more
The 990 has all of th, most
wanted features of machines
costing 50% more-including
the versatility to make ir a 17'
copies copy on both sides of
paper and use most any kind
of paper including overhead
transparencies and labels

ocot(r„

No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping And Freezing

GIBSON HAM CO.
107 N. 3rd St.
•
•

Mon.-Fri.
Hours: 7:00-5:00
7:00-12:00 Sat.

Phone 753-1601

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
iVI‘WSANs.&%iabskoheksh%4006%,VklkW18%."4,6

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247-5912
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Taming the Paper Tiger.
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures

awes while featuring quick
soap-and-water cleanup that
they can be applied by brush or
spray...that they can be applied over damp surfaces, and kliat they dry to the
touch in 15 minutes.
THE PRODUCT — An electric nailgun
Manufacturer's claiiii That
the nailgun drives and countersinks brad-type, 18-gauge nails
that
1 and 1q2nd inches long
the nail% are easily inserted
into the tool after releasing the
that
spring-lock bottom plate
it has the power to drive a nail
completely into a piece of
that the
ths-of-an-inch oak
nailgun is housed in high-impact plastic, haS a chromeplated base and a three-conductor plug, and uses standard
household current.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
What's new on the market'
THE PRODUCT - A sanding
wheel and sanding file for elm'Inc drills.
Manufacturer's claim - That
•;. the wheel is l'" inches wide
s. and enables you to do with-thegrain sanding just like a belt
sander. . that it fits the chucks
of all standard quarter, threeeighths and half-inch
drills, that both the wheel and
the sanding file take strips that
are applied by peeling off protective paper from the backs of
the adhesive sides...that the
file enables you to sand in. side and outside curves, sharp
or tight angles and just about
any metal, wood or plastic surface.
THE PRODUCT — Waterbased acrylic coatings for steel,
galvanized metal, aluminum,
wood, concrete and masonry
surfaces
Manufacturer's claim — That
. these coatings provide the
; same level of rust protection at
traditional oil-based rust inhib-

THE PRODUCT — A pump
for transferring fluids.
Manufacturer's claim — That
the pump is a 12-volt, 100 percent solid-state product that
comes with 10 feet of plastic
hose and 18 feet of lead wire,

Energy Saving Ways
With Automatic Washers

The most expensive operating cost in an automatic washer
is heating the water it uses, says Whirlpool home economists.
To wash wisely and cut energy costs, economical use of hot
water is a necessity
"-I he most expensive operating cost in an automatic
'washer it heating the water
it uses.', say Whirlpool home
:economists. "so to wash

selection so the homemaker

can match the water used to
the load by choosing "extra
small.""extra large.""medium" and "hand washable"
levels. The water temperature options allow a choice
of hot, warm or cold water
wash with warm or cold rinse.
The home economists advise
that very dirty clothes and
most white cottons should

:wisely and cut costs. ecohomical use of hot water is a
'necessity."
. Ti) help consumers accomplish this, many washer
:Manufacturers offer variable
-water level selections and
temperature options. For
'instance. Whirlpool washers
feature a %ariahle water level

be washed in hot water for
best results. but lightly'soiled
clothes can he washed in
11114,401,14,%%%*•%%Vs\t144,fii:.

-

Captain D's
Summer

SHRIMP
DINNER

,
ft

with the choice of a battery
clamp attachment or a cigarette lighter plug-in for the
that the punip will transcar
fer gasoline, kerosene, paint
thinner, anti-freeze, mildly corrosive solujjwis and almost any
fluid, itnitiding water not used
that
for human consumption
it can tap the fuel supply of the
fannly car to fill lawnmowers,
chain saws, motor bikes, etc.
--t Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," which
can be obtained by sending
61.50 to this newspaper at Box
5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.)

111•CONO FLOOR PL AN

•

I The sanding wheel and file
are manufactured by 3M,
Building 223-IN, 3M Center, St.
Paul, Minn. 55101; the acrylic
coatings by Rust-Oleurn Corp.,
11 Hawthorn Parkway, Vernon
Hills, Ill. 60061; the electric
nailgun by Swingline, Inc., 32-00
Skillman Ave., Long Island
City, N.Y. 11101; and the pump
by Facet Enterprises, Elmira,
N.Y. 14903.)
warm or cold water saving
on the water heating bill.
They.also caution not to
overload your washer in an
attempt to save on water.
Clothes must be able to move
freely during washing for best
..cleanability and to avoid
fabric damage.
Whirlpool also offers several models with sudsmiser
systems,an economy feature
that helps save on detergent.
and hot water. Here's how it
works on standard capacity
models:
The automatic washer with
a sudsmiser system has two
drain hoses. One hose pumps
the sudsy water into a laundry
tub to store itat the end of a
wash cycle and the other hose
carries the rinse water down
the drain.-Much of the soil
settles to the bottom of the
laundry tub during the rinse
and spin cycles. For the next
wash load, the sudsy water
is pumped back into the machine leaving about one-inch
of the water containing settled soil in the laundry itib.
When using a suds-saving
system, Whirlpool home economists recommend that the
first load should be white or
lightly soiled items. If the
first load was of lightly soiled
clothing, the homemaker
should add one-half of the
original amount of detergent
to the water returned from
the laundry tub for the second wash. If the first wash
was of medium soiled clothing. three-fourths of the original amount of detergent
should be added. If the first
wash was heavily soiled and
you wish to use it again for
another heavily soiled load.
the full original amount of
detergent should again be
added. Although you're not
saving on detergent this way,
you are saving some water
and water heating...and therefore energy.
Home economists caution
you not to skimp on detergent
when reusing wash water as
the detergent concentration
must be sufficient to provide
an adequate cleanine lob.

Here's the Answer Eg
1111.1157 FLOOR

make the most of sun power. The first-floor-family room
overlooks a south-facing "sun room" that functions as a
heating agent. During the day, heat collected by the room
can be vented into the activity area by opening the sliding
doors. The floor, faced with dark tile and constructed of concrete absorbs heat and stores it for release after sunset. Plan
HA1160K has 1,457 square feet on the first floor. For more
information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope — to architect Charles Koty, 27 Barry Park Court,
Searingtown, N.Y. 11507.

-

New Study Shows
Natural Gas Will Retain
Price Advantage
A new American Gas Association study which compares

future home heating costs
of fuel oil, natural gas and
electricity shows that "gas
energy will continue. to be
the Americall consumer's
best energy buy- according
to A.G.A. President George
Lawrence, Entitled Consumer Costs of Natural Gas
and Alternative House Heating Fuel. the study tracks
historical and projected residential heating prices and
compares them to average
disposable family income.
-Gas energy will continue
to cost the average homeowner less than competing
fuels through 1990 and beyond. and this means the
average family will pay out
less of its disposableincome
in 1990 for gas home heating fuel than for either oil or
electricity.- Lawrence stated.
He emphasized that "Natural gas househeating costs,
which are usually 60 to 90
percent of total gas bills, will
continue to consume only

Quadruple Glazed
Window System

st p•rtonpoling (•ptain Ii.,

-4.

Save Si.00

Quadruple glazing, four panes ot glass to reduce energy
loss through windows, is available in the Alaskan 4 Energy
Pack addition to Alcoa s Alaskan (TM)double-hung window.
A Iwo-track frame can be added to the screen track of new
or existing Alaskan windows By adding a set of panels to
the exterior track, triple glazing with a U value of .39 Can
be achieved With an additional set of panels added to the
interior track. a "U" value of .34 and quadruple glazing are
achieved.
fl!, adding a specially dedi iv.. In areas where quadsigned panel to its Alaskan
ruple glazing is not necessary.
t
double-hung window. a ",'Ll" value of .39 can be
Alcoa Building Products. a-ehieved by using triple glazInc.. now offers triple or
ing. Tinted glass is also avail-

You get6 delicious shrimp
slay%fAes,
cocktail sauce,
and 2Southern Style
hush puppies.
Tues.II Wed.Only
•
it
•

111 N.12th Murray
753-9383
... .

•••• •....
7.
.
•

quadruple glazing to reduce
energy kiss through windows.
Called the Alaskan 4 Energy Pack, the new system
allows the addition of triple
or quadruple glazing panels
to an existing Alaskan win-,
dow without changing its ap-:
pearance.
Otoldruple glazing offers
a tested ."U" value of .34.
compared to a tested "U"
value of .60 on the standard
double-hung Alaskan win-

PLAN

THIS EXPANDABLE HOUSE IS CONSTRUCTED TO

Special
•

A few years ago, the question
of organizing one's papers
would hardly have seemed a
suitable home-furnishings subject.
But the paper explosion has
changed that. Today, the home
office, whether planned or
there by default, is a fact of
life for most people who pay
taxes, buy products land then
must keep the receipts and
warranties), receive and write
letters, and have investments
arid hobbies and vacation plans
to deal with. Inability to handle
paperwork has become a liability for homemakers even greater than a heavy hand with the
pastry.
But, according to Stephanie
Winston, whose business is
counseling individuals and companies on handling paperwork
and record-keeping, anyone can
learn to become an efficient
manager of papers.
Ms. Winston, who has written
the book, "Getting Organized:
The Easy Way to Put Your Life
• in Order," gave a group of editors tips on how to organize paperwork at a recent seminar on
the subject in New York.
"First of all, get rid of the
idea that being organized it the
same thing as being neat and is

a moral issue. It isn't," she
told her listeners. "You are or.
gamed if you can accomplish
what you wish in the time you
have available."
Some people are well-organized when it comes to managing time and people or work,
but they fall down when it
comes to dealing with paper.
However, by malting a time
and a place to deal with paper,
the householder is well on his
or her way to an increase in
efficiency. First of all, find the
place. If you don't have a desk,
buy one or designate a table as
your desk. Add a large wastepaper basket, a cork bulletin
board, a desk calendar, a
small, spiral notebook, some
file folders and a file cabinet if
the desk has no file drawer.
These supplies will add more
than they will cost in terms of
convenience and time saving.
Next, designate a certain
time as your paperwork time.
Ms. Winston suggests at least
an hour at the same time every
week. Depending on how cornplieated a life you lead, you
will perhaps need less or more
time.
Remember that simply opening a letter and putting it aside
is a form of negative action. Instead, set up a simple system
that will enable you to dial
with all the papers that are

able in the Alaskan 4 Energy
Pack to reduce the effects
of heat-gain during summer
months.
The standard Alaskan window . has a thermal barrier
that separates sash and frame,
and double weather stripping
to reduce condensation.
For more informati'in
write. Alcoa Building Prod
ucts. Inc.. Suite 1200, Twi
Allegheny Center. Pittsburgh
PA 15212.

about 1.5-1.7 pe
- rcent of the
average U.S.disposable family
income through 1990 and
beyond, while home heating
fuel oil and electricity bills
will demand 2.5 and 4.0 percent, respectively."
The A.G.A. study shows
that all househeating fuel
prices, including natural gas.
will increase between now
and 1990 with a comparison
of fuel prices between 1978
and 1980 showing the price
of fuel oil is expected to
increase nearly 50 percent,
natural gas prices,36 percent.
and electric house heating
costs to climb about 25 percent in this period. Over the
same two-year period,inflation alone is assured to comprise almost 23 percent of
these estimates.
-ft is clearly demonstrated
in this st udy that. when viewed
in terms of disposable family
income, past natural gas price
increases have not had significant economic impact on
most residential consumers."
Lawrence said. "and future
gas price increases,consistent
with phased deregulation of
wellhead gas prices as provided by the Natural Gas
Policy Act of 1978, will result
in virtually a constant share
of the average family budget
being spent on natural gas
heating while oil and electric
heating expenditures will
continue to be more expensive than gas."
A.G.A. projects -the cost
of natural gas in 1980 to be
$3.45 per million Btu. no. 2
fuel oil at $5.22 and electricity
at $1482 to the residential
consumer.
,Natural gas is now the
largest source of domestically produced energy in the
U.S.. supplying more than
half . of all residences and
commercial establishments
in the country and 40 percent
of the fuel required by the
industrial and agricultrual
sectors, according to the
A(; A.

wooden

drum with heavy
By ANDY LANG
planks or a concrete slab.
AP NewsfeaturesSpread soil over the area and,
Q. — I soon will finish my
if desired, plant grass seeds.
basement. Rather than putting
up paneling close to the conFor either of Andy Lang's
crete walls, I intend to make a
Finishing in
framework of studs about a "booklets, "Wood
the Home" or "Make Simple
foot from the walls, then apply
Plumbing Repairs," send 50
the paneling to the studs. Is it a
cents plus a long, STAMPED,
good idea to put up plastic
s e If-addressed envelope to
foam behind the panels, since
Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Huntthere sometimes is a dampness
ington, N.Y. 11743. Questions of
problem in the basement, algeneral interest will be anthough no water actually leaks
swered in the column, but indiin?
vidual correspondence cannot
A. — Yes. For extra protecbe undertaken I
tion, attach polyethylene sheets
to the insulation on the side
room.
the
of
facing the interior
Remember, though, that these
are me:7es - to prevent the
dampness from causing any
trouble. You can eliminate
most or all of the dampness by
keeping air circulating through
the basement or using a dehumidifier.

likely to coma across yourdesk. A four-file system that'.
works well for many families,
according to Ms. Winston, is to
have files labelled -to do," "to
file," "spouse," and "financial."
Sort your mail and other papers into these files each day.
Then, once a week, take up
your files and work through
them. Having placed all paper
on which some additional work
is needed in your "to do" file,
work through it from top to bottom, paying bills, answering
letters, further sorting the material as needed. The next
week, start working on your,
"to do" file from the bottom
up. This way, nothing will ever
get buried until it is too late.
Use your bulletin board to
tack up reminders of chores
which need to be done later.
Write down dates of importance
—parties, appointments — on.
your desk calendar. Make lists
of what you have to do each
day in your spiral notebook.
Then, when you have completed your day's list of chores,
cross them off the list. "It's a
good feeling," said Ms. Winston.
Use the big waste basket to
throw away immediately anything that has no value to you.
Filing seems to terrify many
people, says Ms. Winston. They
fear they will lose valuable papers in their file system and•
never find them again. This
won't happen if you develop a
subject file properly, she said.
For each piece of paper, find
the broadest and most important association and use that as
your file Aiding. If it has to do
with finances, file the paper under financial. If it is a warranty file under warranty. Medical
records go under medical. Material for tax purposes can be
filed under financial or under
taxes, whichever seems to
make most sense to you.
Typical useful file subheads
'for a home filing system include such subjects as decoration, financial, instruction booklets ,medical, property,
receipts, restaurants, services,
travel and warranties and
guarantees, she said.

Redwood Siding With
A Rustic Face

Q. — I bought a second-hand
coffee table. There are stains
on it. I don't know what they
are, but I do know they appear
to be under the varnish. Is
there any way these can be removed without stripping the
table of all the varnish?
A. — You not only will have
to remove the varnish with a
commercial remover, you then
will have to bleach the wood to
get out the stains. The only exception to that is if the stains
are under the final coat of varnish, but not under any preceding coat or coats. If bleaching
is necessary, be sure to follow
the bleach manufacturer's directions on how to rinse off the
residue. Once the bleaching has
removed the stains, you then
must determine whether to use
a stain to put some color back
into the wood.
Q. — I want to put in a
couple of dry wells to handle
the water that collects in the
gutters of my house and runs
into the downspouts. Right now
the water is settling into the
soil alongside the foundation
and I am sure that eventually
it will cause trouble. I have two
old Lpetal drums that I intend
io use. Are these okay and how
far should they be from the
house?
A. — The metal drums will
do fine. Cut out more than half
of each bottom. Make dozens of
holes in the sides of the drums.
Holes with diameters of about
one inch are best. The drums
should be placed into the earth
so that the bottoms reach at
least to the bottom of the house
foundation. They should be
from 10 to 20 feet away from
the house. Place one on each
side of the foundation. Fill the
drums with large pieces of rock
and stone, packing them in so
there is no movement although
obviously there will be plenty
of spaces for water. The soil
pipe should be laid below
ground so that it goes from the
bottom of a downspout to the
top of the dry well, being certain the slope is sufficient to
carry away the water. When
everything is set and working
properly, cover the top of each
In 1953, the United States and
Britain reached trade-agreement measures with Communist China.

Aigner
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A homeowner who plans
There's a new dimension in
redwood siding and paneling to re-side an existing house,
for the homeowner who likes or to build a new home, will
want to look closely at this
the rustic look. Select Knotty
Redwood offers the same versatile redwood grade. It
warm cinnamon and creamy is equally effective as an
sapwood tones that are in- accent exterior wall when
herent in Select and other combined with other materedwood grades. But the new rials. On the interior, Select
product puts redwood in a Knotty. RedwOod is handcost range that everyone can some in the entry, in the
family or recreation room,
afford.
The rough textured face or in any room where a rustic
with tight knots and a wide look is desired.
As an energy saving prodvariety of widths offers someuct, the unique cellular structhing different in a design
element whether applied as ture of redwood,also found
exterior siding or interior in this grade, provides an
extremely efficient insulation
paneling.
Select Knotty Redwood. value. As a comparison.one
from Simpson Timber Com- inch thickness of redwood
pany, is at home in the city, is equal to five plus inches
the country,oral a vacation of brick in insulation value.
More information on Sespot. Applied vertically, horizontally or diagonally, the lect Knotty Redwood is availrandom color tones form able through a Simpson Timber redwood dealer.
their own patteni.

JULY SPECIAL
New 1979 Scout
Power Steering, Power Brakes, V-8,
A/T, bench seats.
7,356.14
Invoice:
355.96
Year End All.
750.00
TTB All.
6,250.18

Trucks-TrailersBuses, Inc.
11.5. 1141 Saadi Illarrey, Ky.12071
OP
ir'erne/ ....

Parts and Services
Available
I

DOWN TOWN
MURRAY CT. SO

RAVENS 0.1"

KY 15021753-1372

1- 500-62111545A1
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Congratulations to the Hutson
Company, on the remodeling of their
building (the old Murray Motel), at
406 South Fourth. The renovation of
this building, both inside and out,
has turned it into one of the most
beautiful in our business community
and we congratulate you on this fine
example.
CONTRACTOR

CLEAVER
CONSTRUCTION
ompany
9
-7
Freed c
=
oilac1am
Plumbing

JamesSykes
Well'airectric
Painting
Carlos Black
Lassite'tirinistering
Murrair)ffini4vement
& Glass
William's RCItiator
Landscaping
Kelly & Hoffman
Rodwa
Minter Roofing
Thurmatiterurniture
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* At The Movies *

Your Individual
Horoscope

(Rovi•ws al Current Movies At Murray Th•atres)
By KENT FORRESTER

Find cause of anemia

Frances Drake

Next Movie But No Plot
Who, you ask, are Cheech
and Chong? A Chinese ping
pong team? The two forces in
some kind of arcane oriental
religion? Chinese names for
hot and cold water faucets?
None of the above,I'm sorry
to say. Unfortunately, they're
a pair of stand-up comedians,
one a Mexican American
(Cheech Mann and one part
Oriental (Thomas Chong),
who have made their reputation, such as it is, by dressing
up like aging remnants of
by
Haight-Ashbury and
specializing in marijuana
jokes. Who would have
thought that you could carve
out a career by pandering to
young kids who want to listen
to stale jokes about getting
high?
Their first movie, Cheech

HEALTH
.
ell)
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

FOR WEDNESDAY,JULY 23,1980

DEAR DR. LAMB - I'm 72
Confidentiality aids you in years of age and according to
What kind of day will
and Chong, was a low-budget some more as they try to pour
extending
but
matters,
To
be?
career
what
tomorrow
out
find
my
laboratory report my
mishmash that shocked it into their car.
In yet another side-splitting the stars say, read the this approach to all of life blood count is 31. I've been
everyone by making money.
to eat liver but with a
advised
some
you
cause
for
given
could
birth
forecast
your
Hence their second movie, episode, Cheech steals a slot
problems. Don't imagine high cholesterol, I'm not supSign.
Cheech and Chong's Next machine and transports it
posed to eat liver. Will you
things.
home in a borrowed van.
7.1ovie.
please advise me what foods
AQUARIUS
are high in iron'
Don't look for a plot in Next When he backs into the ARIES18)
Feb.
to
20
(Jan.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
About 43 years ago I was
Movie. It's merely a series of driveway of his neighbor, w'ho
You could run wild at a very low but shots and pills
Follow the lead of a close
incidents that revolve around makes his living teaching and
manners
both
forget
and
party
brought it up to normal. I had
ally. Don't waste time on the
the unlovely personalities of playing the piano, the slot
job. The p.m. finds you ' and responsibilities. Have fun a mastectomy eight months
Cheech and Chong. Because I machine slides out the back of
which might have brought
ago
other
jeopardizing
without
making plans, some of which
my count down.
think these incidents are sup- the van and lands on the are inconclusive.
areas.
‘-)
DEAR READER - I'm not
posed to amuse and shock us, neighbor. Cheech and Chong TAURUS
PISCES
sure what blood count you're
let me describe a couple so — those two rapscallions — ( Apr. 20 to May 20) 1--11.Tfli;
/ ( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(
to but I presume
referring
A career option is worth
that you can get the flavor of pick the slot machine off the
You'd do best to concentrate
that you're talking about your
careless
a
in
not
but
man and slide it back into the on
on
acting
theAurnor.
now. You're
work
hematocra, the amount of red
In the opening scene, the van as if nothing had happen- inclination though is to let manner. A time when you blood cells you have. There
two cutups steal gas by ed. The neighbor lies in his opportunity slip thru your could make good luck turn to are many different ways to do
blood counts That includes
bad. Watch yourself'
siphoning it out of a truck into driveway, his twisted and fingers. Be alert.
YOU BORN TODAY are the number of red blood cells
a dirty trashcan. As they cart broken hands fluttering in the GEMINI
and that are present (a reading
practical
both
it back to their car they curse air, his livelihood ruined, as (May 21 to June 201
given in the millions), the
You're inclined to rush progressive. You can inject amount of hemoglobin in
a lot as the gas sloshes out of the two madcaps drive off.
venture or
Other comic bits by these things wittout sufficient life into an ongoing
the top of the can. They then
and the volume of your
grams
establish new ones in the
blood that's occupied by red
spill some more and curse two merry pranksters are foresight. Be careful that you
be
may
You
world.
business
blood cells. In any case, if you
equally as funny; belching, don't waste time .and money.
especially talented in the are low in iron you can take
flatulence, destroying proper- CANCER
restaurant or hotel business. iron tablets. For this purpose,
July
to
21
(June
GOO
22)
ty, smoke marijuana, sniffing t
If it's something you want to Often you are found in you could take one of the daily
cocaine, and drinking urines,.
do, you'll perform effectively; businesses allied with the arts. vitamin tablets that also conThe dialogue, what there is
but otherwise, you just might You're somewhat impatient tains iron. Or you can ask
of it, sounds like this: "Hey goof off on the job. Don't be and must forego a tendency to your doctor which iron mediit
When
man, how's it going?"
give up if results aren't cine he would like you to take.
slipshod.
There are several different
really sparkles it sounds like LEO quickly forthcoming. Law,
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
forms of anemia. Some are
this: "Hey mama, what's hap- (July 23 to Aug. 22)
and caused
medicine, banking
by inadequate
SPRY FJAR
A LAS
petting?"
The pursuit of pleasure is brokerage are some of the amounts of iron, others are
MUM MOO MUM
It's going to be difficult for your goal now, but there's a fields in which you'd find caused by failure of the bone
MOM UMODULIO you to enjoy this movie unless tendency to extravagance. fulfillment. You're also marrow and still others are
=MUM MUM you're about sixteen years old, Self-preoccupation interferes attracted to journalism, caused by inability to absorb
UM MC EMU
broadcasting and theater. vitamin 8-22. I'm sending you
think any reference to mari- with romance.
A MU =COM MU
Arthur The Health Letter number 4of:
Birthdate
MO DU MU UM juana or sex is neato, and are VIRGO
3. Understanding the Anemiactor.
Treacher,
22)
Sept.
(Aug.
to
23
intelligence.
into
really
not
MICIO
UMUMUU
UM
the
make
re
You'll
step
first
UMU UM MOO
fourwith
loaded
R:
Rated
MUM IBUOMOU
letter words and coarse situa- a domestic matter and then
UMUMUUM MUM tions.
expect others to carry though.
ULU MUM UMOU
Such thinking tends to hold
ESP
DA DO
TED
you back.
.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
46 College head
38 Insect
47 Sins
40 Microbes
Don't be careless in speech
49 Pigpen
42 Gladden
now. You're liable to talk too
50 Cargo unit
43 Bark cloth
much or in some way
53 Digraph
44 Winglike
Subscribers who hove not
zire
exaggerate. Words
home-delivered
their
received
ill 9 611 11
5 6 7
precious — don't waste them.
copy of The Murray ledger 8 limes by
By Abigail Van Buren
14
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by SCORPIO
21)
Nov.
to
23
(Oct.
330 p.m. Sat:,rdays are urged
17 111
Behind-the-scenes actions
to-call 753-1916 Ix tween 5:30 p.m.
20
and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, or are favored, but some
decisions regarding money
WI
kil
3:30 P.111. and 4 p.m. Saturdays.
A circulation department em- could be faulty, especially
friend's
a
on
ployee is on duty during these those
DEAR ABBY: Concerning your" advice to the Richmond
time periods to insure delivery recommendation.
man wlao asked what could be done about barking dogs:
of your newspaper. Calls must SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 3e
Calling the police won't work. A barking dog was driving
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or41
WI
By all maens attend a party,
me crazy, night and day, so I called the police. An officer
4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
came to my house and told me there was nothing I could do
but watch your ego —
46
delivery.
illil
about it. He then suggested I simply trap or shoot it!
The regular business office especially if the party's not in
Personally, I don't think it's very sporting to hunt
hours of The Murray Ledger & Times- your honor. Know when to
domesticated animals, so what's my next move?
ore 8 am. to 5 p.m.. Monday stay out of the limelight.
PERPLEXED IN PLAINVILLE
through Friday and 8 a.m to nook CAPRICORN
(P.S. Abby, Plainville, Kan., has a population of about
19)
Jan.
to
22
(Dec.
Saturdays.
3,000, and there's an ordinance here against discharging
firefflms inside the city limits, where I live.)

noopt

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Snakes
5 Marry
8 Linger
12 Peel
13 Number
14 Singing voice
15 Football
team
17 Profited
19 Hinder
20 Swerves
21 Journey
23 German title
24 Thickness
26 Sword
28 Resort
31 Scale note
32 Golf mound
33 Preposition
34 Still
36 Playing area
38 Informer
39 Exchange
premium
41 Leak
43 Gentler
45 Skip over
48 Warning
devices
50 Dealer
51 Hand feature
52 Also
54 Rip
55 War god
56 Japanese
coin
57 Sea eagles
DOWN
1 Imitated
2 Transaction
3 Comely
'4 Cut

6 Printer's
measure
7 Lair
8 Liquid
9 Changes
10 Roman road
11 Bushy
clumps
16 Goddess of
discord
18 Without end
22 Courtyard
23 Cads
24 Snoop
25 Confederate
general
27 Insect
29 Mom and —
30 Some
35 Mexican dish
36 Unmoving
37 Antlered animal

1

2

3

4

trt41

11I
21
24

hi

In,eV

5 Triumphed

THE TROUBLE 15, I DON'T
KNOW NOW TO GET THERE...
SHOULD I FLY OR TAKE
THE BUS OR WHAT?

GUESS WHAT...I THINK
I'M GOING TO A
SUMMER MUSIC CAMP!

01(44-4, .2

OW

can
IroiV

I

THINK WE'RE
GETTING
OUR
MONEY'S
WORTH

rs...Th
e.

/goof
uktog
OH,

YEAH!/\

STOP
\ /

• \
STOP
• z

DEAR ABBY: You are naive when it comes to Crying to get
relief from barking dogs by calling your police department.
We had that problem. I called the police and they refused to
come ant.'
I called my lawyer and even my county prosecutor. I was
informed by both that there is no law about barking dogs. If
a person disturbs the peace or creates a nuisance, the police
will come out, but they won't come out for a complaint
against a dog unless it has bitten someone.
At first I talked nicely to the dog owner. That didn't work,
so I talked nastily to him. He vandalized my property and
has trained his dog to bark whenever he sees me.
HELL IN ERIE, OHIO
•••

I'm SO TIRED OF THE
ARGUMENT I'M
HAVING
es
WITH C.OR A

(3) Compensating Tax Rate
and Expected Revenue

DEAR ABBY: I'd like to stick in my 2 cents' worth
concerning one of the most frustrating of all frustrations —
barking' dogs.
I seem to recall that a few years ago, Johnny Carson was
going crazy because one of his neighbors had a couple of
dogs who took to barking late at night and early in the
morning. I think Johnny said he asked his neighbors in a
nice way to please keep their dogs quiet, but the dogs kept on
barking,. so Johnny took his neighbor to court. If I'm not
mistaken, I think Carson lost the case.
So, if Johnny Carson with all his olout can't get
anywhere, that poor guy down in Richmond, Va., doesn't
have a prayer.
INSOMNIAC IN LONG BEACH

LI

(TALL
STARTED AT
ESREAKFAST

Tree louse 341I'
42..
i
.
.7
'
tteill

?(sh, Afointaers

DEAR INSOMNIAC: A few years ago, Johnny
Carson did have trouble with a neighbor's barking
dogs, but the case never went to trial.
A ruling was handed down that either the owners
of the barking dogs had to keep them indoors at night
and during the early morning hours when the prolonged barking took place or hire a trainer to keep
the dogs under control.
Since nothing further has been heard from Carson,
I assume that nothing further was heard from the
dogs.

.344

(4) Revenue Expected
from New Property

Club at
$27.99,
pieces,
$59.99.
Paris.
Comma
ors, $5
Paris.
Cookwal
,copper
pans, 1
$5.99.
Dutch
topless
Hardwai

Moving'
Frigid:
refrigera
matchin
plaid sc
toman.
Call 753

No gues:
Ilavy pi
numberi
jars. $4'
Paris.

Water h
glass lit
17 gallc
$94.99:
gallon,
models.
gallon
$171.99
Paris.

$432,858.36

$13,510.56

Washed(
$13.99;
$16.99;
with sh
Hardwar

(5) Revenue Expected
$160,149.81
from Personal Property
The City of Murray, Ky. proposes to exceed the
compensating tax rate by levying a proposed tax
rate of .358 which will be spent in the following
general areas of city government: police and fire
protection.
THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS
REQUIRED PUBLICATION OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT AND`THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN.
Melvin B. Henley
Mayor,City of Murray

As of July 21, 1980, I, the
undersigned, will no longer be
responsible for any debts other
than my own. Lester Davis.

2. Notice
prrainrrrrrerermrer-rITS A
FACT
Free gift wrapping is a
specialty at:

•* *
WOunitedFkwureSyncimme,inc

Bath rot
comma

Five pit
water bi
set. Call

As required by state law, this Notice includes the
following information:
Revenue
Tax Rate Per $100
Expected
Assessed Valuation
(1) Preceding Year Tax Rate
$432,643.95
.346
and Revenue Produced
(2) Tax Rate Proposed for
.358
Current Year and
$450,714.82
Expected Revenue

Whole Country's
Gone to the Dogs

I)EAR ABBY: Your answer to the Richmond, Va., man
whose peace was disturbed by barking dogs wasn't worth
much.
"Call the police," you say. Really now, Abby, I don't know
.where you live, but here in Santa Rosa, the police will do
nothing. Believe me, I know.
We've been forced to move twice because of barking dogs
— once in-San Francisco and once in Hayward. I've called
the police, the Humane Society, Animal Control and the
SPCA,and learned that dogs have more rights than people.
CALIF. DOG HATER

DON'T

Wit
Beautif
suite C

bedspre
40x36
sell che

Pursuant to KRS 132.027, as enacted by the Kentucky General Assembly Extraordinary Session of
1979, The City of Murray, Kentucky will hold a
Public Hearing on August 7, 1980, 1980, at 5:00 P.M.
in the Council's Chambers, City Hall, Murray, Kentucky, to hear comments from the public regarding
proposed 1980 Tax Rates on Real Property.

•* *
77

1. Legal Notice

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

DEAR ABBY: If you want peace and quiet, away from thr•
noise of barking dogs, don't move to Bel Air, Calif.!
They will investigate your complaint by coming out to see
if the dog is being neglected or abused in any way. And if it
is, they will help the dog and fine the owner!
NO DOG LOVER

,Cr
Z.

Victoria
peeling
cooking
minute
ware, P

MOMS

1. Legal Notice

ACE TRAVEL
AGENCY

YOU NEED WHERE AM 0
A TRAVEL GOING TO FIND
AGENT
ONE AROUND
HERE?

be caused by anything which
damages the islets of Langerhans in the pancreas They
are the tiny organs that produce insulin.
Mumps also has been identified as a possible factor in
diabetes in some people.
Not all forms of diabetes
apparently are even related to
the pancreas but to certain
other complex metabolic
defects There appear to be
several different types of
diabetes. Therefore, there are
probably many different causes for diabetes. It may well be
that some of these types of
diabetes, if they are proved to
be related to virus infections,
could be prevented in the
future But we still have a
long way to go before this can
be done.
Persistence Pays
NEW YORK—Be persistent
when job hunting, says Virginia
Russell, founder of a career
counseling service for women.
If you are unable to get past a
secretary who is screening calls
for her boss, try calling the
executive before 9 or after 5.
Chances are that the busy executive you want to meet will he in
and you'll get through, says
Russell, who is coordinating a
series of women's career seminars for the makers of Sheer
Ener y antyhose.

Child's
new, u
3349

-Carpet.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

Ali"
ill "
hi
v iiki
hi hi hi
WWI
hi"
hi hi
hi
hi
kilkii
Mi
wil
iii
hi
31

Other readers who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope. Send
your request to me, in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10010.
If you have a vitamin B-12
deficiency or pernicious
anemia, just taking iron alone
isn't going to solve your problem.
It's important to establish
the cause for an anemia. For
example, if an anemia is
caused by bleeding and is sufficiently severe, thoublood can
be replaced.
DEAR DR. LAMB Recently I read in a magazine
that a virus had been found to
cause diabetes. Does that
mean that they'll soon have a
vaccine to prevent diabetes'
Would you comment about
this?
DEAR READER — Yes,
there was a case reported of
Coxsackie virus causing
destruction of the islets of
Langerhans in the pancreas
and resulting in diabetes. This
has also been demonstrated in
animals.
That's very important
research but you have to keep
in mind that it may not be a
frequent cause for diabetes.
The truth is that diabetes can

as.

nP
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15. A

Starks
Hardware
12th & Poplar

753-1227

su: U a_p a•to %MO 0-2

3

Bible Facts. Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600.

1

7:sk Twila about her
special hand oils and
tinting.

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

753-8298

5. Lost and Found
Found: Set of keys on leather
key ring. Found on 18th and
Olive Streets. Claim by calling
753-1916.
Lost: Gray kitten with yellow
markings. Child's pet. Missing
from 1507 Clayshire Drive. Call
759-1243 after 5 pm.
Lost: leather hand bag, old
Shiloh Road area. Reward!
753-0667 or 753-6012.

6. Help Wanted

irsi

Fleetwoc
with 24
and exl
1915.

6. Help Wanted
Tecumseh Products Co., Paris,
seeking
is
Tennessee,
maintenance personnel with
successful background in the
electrical/mechanical
maintenance field. The successful applicant should have a
minimum of 3 years industrial
maintenance experience. Apply
in person to Tecumseh Products Co., Paris, Tennessee.
Wanted: Need someone to combine Vetch seed. Telephone
(313) 545-0491.

9. Situation Wanted
Will haul anything that will fit
in a pickup truck. Will also do
odd jobs. Call 753-5857.
Yards to mow. Call (901) 2475525.

Building
building.
over tvi
30'x48'x
40'x72'x
48'x72'x
60'x125
Call col
guarante
8 pm.

Snapper
28", or
Hardwar

211(1

Boys 1(
354-647

12' Sea
rough v
247-763
Electric
753-624

10. Bus. Opportunity
Start Now - Amway Distributor
offers opportunity for good earnings. You pick the hours. We
train. For interview call collect
618-524-2007.after 4 pm.

14. Want To Buy

A ful
1905
Ph& )

shape,
Anvel in good
blacksmith's tools. Call 7533401, after 6 pm.
Used all wire rabbit hutches
and equipment. 527-1315 or
474-8854.
Used Spinet or console piano.
753-0728.
Want to buy: Automatic
transmission for 1965 Ford
custom 285. Call 753-6044

SI

to

15. Articles For Sale

Babysitter needed, must have
references and transportation.
Call 753-1463 after 4 pm.

HELP WANTED

•••

Prefer Way to work ki Musk
Moro situ losowloilgo of
bookkooping. Seed meow to
6.0.1km 324, Miorrr.

y clu had more friends? Get Abby's
3/0 you wish'
booklet, "How To Be Popular: You're Never Too
Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long, selfaddressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to: Abby,
Popularity, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.

Earn $50.00/hunder securing,
stuffing Envelopes. Free
details, reply HomeworkersS12Y, Box 94485, Schaumburg. IL 60194.

Aluminum step ladders. 4'.
$22.99; 5', $25.99; 6', $27 99
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Aluminum extension ladder,
14', $31.99: 16', $38.99; 20'.
$54.99; 24', $69.99; 28,
$94.99: 32', $130.99. Wallin
Hardware.

11

FOR SALE
OW Cross Ties'
SAW each
489-2613

BA

I
I

e
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LITTLE WANT ADM BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
15. Articles For Sale

22. Musical

Child's table and 4 chairs, like For tele. 3 keyboard Wurlitzer
new, used very little Call 753- organ. Must sell. 435-4126.
3349
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co ,
across from the Post Office,
FOR SALE
Paris, TN.
Sideboards to fit long
24.
Miscellaneous
wheel base truck.
60)05 Building on 10005 feet
753-1 2a5
lot Building suited for grocery,
antique auction barn and or
flea market Many opporVictoria 200 tomato juicer. No.
peeling, no cooking, no pre tunities. 489-2827 or 435cooking Does a bushel in 30 4555. .
minutes, $22.99. Wallin Hard- Chimneys, all full triple wall
pipe, 6"x30", $20.99; 8"x30",
ware, Paris.
8", $41.99. Walllin
16. Home Furnishings $29.99,
Hardware, Pans.
Beautiful antique dining room
Frost proof hydrants, 24" bury
suite. Call 489-2775.
depth, $26.99. Wallin HardBathroom set for sale, tub, ware, Paris.
commode, and sink. 753-4114.
For sale Approximately 7,000
Club aluminum sets, 7 pieces, gallons number 2 diesel oil.
$27.99, 8 pieces, $39.99, 10 Call 653-4348 between 8 am
pieces, $49.99; 11 pieces, and 3 pm.
$59.99
Wallin Hardware,
For sale: One man post auger,
Paris.
Montgomery Ward brand. 8"
Commodes. White, $39.99; col- auger. Excellent condition. Call
ors, $54.99. Wallin Hardware, 753-3245.
Paris.
Order your custom cut firewood
Cookware. Stainless steel with now for next winter. Call 436copper bottom. Covered sauce 2758.
pans, 11
/
2 quart, $4.99; 2 qt.,
$5.99; 3 qt., $6.99; 5 qt. Pine 2x4's, 8 ft., $1.10; 10 ft.,
Dutch oven, $12.99; 10" $135; 2x4's„ 8 ft., unplained,
topless skillet', $3.99. Wallin 80t each; fireplace mantels,
$25 each. 435-4494.
Hardware, Paris.
-Carpet, good condition, 3 Ramsey 8000 lb. electric winrooms and hall; king size ch, like new. Call 901-232bedspread with dust ruffle; 8517.
40x36 Austrian curtains, will 27. Mobile Home Sales
sell cheap. Call 753-5962.
24x52 Double wide, has cenFive piece living room suite; tral heat and air, 3 bedrooms,
/
2 baths, storm windows.
water bed frame; 5 piece drum 21
set. Call 753-4691 after 5 pm. Home has been used 2 years
and is in excellent condition.
Moving! Must sell! Avacado Comes with electric pole and
Frigiclare frost proof all blocks. Unfurnished. Call
refrigerator with ice maker; 382-2330 days, 382-2832 after
matching black and white 5 pm, Graves County.
plaid sofa, 2 chairs, and ot
toman. All in perfect condition. For sale: 14x70 Windsor with 2
lots. Call 436-2193.
Call 753-3383.
No guess work pressure canner, For sale, by owner: 10x60 two
hiavy polished aluminum with bedroom mobile home with
numbered guage. Holds 7 quart 14x16 added living room on
jars, $49.99. Wallin Hardware, approximately one acre lot.
Three miles east of Murray.
Paris.
10x10 storage building, 16x20
Water heaters, round, electric, basketball court, and garden
glass lined, 5 year guarantee. space. Shown by appointment
17 gallon, $84.99; 30 gallon, only. $17,50-0. Phone 753$94.99; 40 gallon, $104.99; 50 4506.
gallon, $120.99; table top
models, 30 gallon, $140.99; 40 For sale: 1912 Two bedroom, 2
gallon $163.99; 50 gallon, bath mobile home, $3500.
$177.99. Wallin Hardware, Phone 436-5579.
Paris.
Must sell: 12x65 three
/
2 bath, carpeted.
Washerless faucets for lavatory, bedroom, 11
$13.99; for kitchen sink, refrigerator, stove, air$16.99; for bathtub, $19.99; conditioner, washer and dryer.
with shower, $29.99. Wallin Underpinning, straps, porch
and steps. $5300. 753-6677.
Hardware, Paris.
12x60 and one 10x55. Call
18. Sewing Machines One
Brandon Dill, 753-9104 or 753Fleetwood sewing machine 1551.
with 24 decorative stitch cams Two bedroom mobile home,
and extras. $75. Call 759- 14x52, central air and heat,
1915.
16x8 cover front porch. 20x10
19. Farm Equipment carport, blacktop drive, fenced
Buildings!! All steel clear-span in backyard, on large lot
buildings. Our lowest price in Beautiful view of Kentucky
over two years. Examples!! Lake. Must see to appreciate.
30.x48.x12' for $3.892.00 • $23,000. Call 1-901-232-8510.
40'x72'x14' for $5,972.00 • 1977 Windsor with two lots.
48)02's14' for $6,804.00 • 436-21-93.
60')(125'x16' for $15,857.00. 28. Mob. Home Rents
Call collect today for price
guarantees. 1-614-294-2675 til Furnished mobile home, near
Hamlin. Christians only. Call
8 pm.
436-2951.
Snapper mower blades, 26",
28", or 30". $5.99. Wallin For rent 2 bedroom trailer in
Murray, no pets. 489-2611.
Hardware, Paris.
Mobile
for rent 2
20. Sports Equipment bedroom,homes
fully furnished, $130
Boys 10-speed bicycle, $40. per month. Excellent location.
354-6470, Aurora.
Call 753-8964.
12' Sears two man canoe, Trailers for rent, couples only.
rough water aluminum. Call See Brandon Dill at Dill's
247-7639.
Trailer Court

1

offer a

A full

doctors prescriptions.
Vitamin Headquarters in Murray
service Drug Store since January 1st,

1905

5th & Moin

'

.43. Real Estate

For rent 1500 square foot
building in Dixieland Center
Adjacent to University and one
block from new post office
Completely air-conditioned
753-10111

r

CHARM
Real peace and quiet
in this 2 bedroom brick
home on lovely tree
shaded lot. Approximately 7 acres including several farm
buildings and 2 stock
Acreage
barns.

For Rent
753-4751
Amik

For rent: 3 Bay building at 327
North 4th. Air-conditioned office, gas heat, air compressor
and hoist. Phone 753-3018

Phone 753-1231

suitable for horses or
cattle. All this at a

32. Apts. For Rent
'Be careful of the car. I just filled the tank.'

38. Pets-Supplies

43. Real Estate

Wanted
Female German
Shepherd to be bred to male
Shepherd Call 759-4809 or
474-2346

41. Public Sale
Three party sale, Wednesday.
Thursday, 2014 College Farm
Road. Roto tiller, maple table,
chairs, miscellaneous.

43. Real Estate
Purdom & Thurman
insurance &
Real Estate

1

Two bedroom townhouse apartment, all carpet, range,
refrigerator, disposal, washerdryer hookup, central heat and
air, Call 753-7550.
Ultra-attractive upstairs apartment, available July 20th. Only
responsible, single adult with
references need inquire. $150
per month, $150 deposit.
Utilities furnished. Call 7539829.

Suuthside Court Squure

Merrily, Kentucky
753-4451
Always wanted a home with
small acreage? This is an excellent opportunity because
the land is highly productive
and the house is sound. New
roof, deep well, 5 outbuildings.
Thirty-five acres with 31 acres
tendable. 2 in timber.
Homeplace and buildings occupy about 2 acres. Call 7531492 at Century 21 Loretta
Jobs,. Realtors and let us show
you this farm today. Located
Lynn Grove area. •

1341

775 9374

753-1
421/2J1
HOME SWEET
HOME
Extremely attractive
3 bedroom brick home
with fireplace in living
room, formal dining
room,
attached
garage. Home is
situated on lovely treeshaded lot plus extra
lot with garden spot,
fruit trees, and mature
shade trees. Fenced
backyard and outside
storage building. All
this for an attractive
price - Mid $40's.
Phone Kopperud Realty,753-1222.
SUMMER TIME
SPECIAL
Extremely attractive
3 bedroom, 2 bath
home with heat pump
and all the extra nice
features of a truly
quality home. Located
on the ColdwaterBackusburg Road,
between Murray and
Mayfield. Priced in
the 840's. Visit Kopperud Realty, 711
Main,
Cannibal Casserole! Price
chewed to the bone! You'll
know it's a good buy when you
see this convenient 3 bedroom
brick home. Priced at $33,000.
Call 753-1492. Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors, and ask
for Glenda.

-M‘ L11
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
- -Professronal Services
.Wilh Thr Frieiuth Touch"

862,000.00
A very attractive, well
maintained
3
Bedroom, By,located
on Kirkwood Dr., has
central heat and air,
also an attached 3
room apt. renting for
$150 per mo.
POCKET
PLEASER
3 B.R. home in excellent condition; easy
to maintain; good
neighborhood near
Carter
School;
economical utility
bills; immediate
possession; affordable
price. Now reduced to
$28,000.

AKC German Shepherd puppies, registered American
MURRAY CALLOWAY
Eskimo puppies. Also guard
10
COUNTY REALTY
0
dogs. 502-554-2153.
-81,46
(5300241N751230,s
Basic and Advanced dog obedmim,
Mi4rr
oliky
vvvieimvelo
42071
dience classes. All breeds and .
753-8080
ages. Professional instructor.
436-2858.
Horses needing shoeing for
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
M.S.U. Farrier class, Wedneslee W.11.01 SITIN.
day, Thursday. and Friday. Call
NEW tants HOURS:Closed All Day Wed
for appointment 753-8112
Vlonday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
from 8-5. $10 per horse. Well
Prk•el
broke horses only!
MAR(ST 51.236
PRICE SHAVE 75'

Don't be fooled by
a few weekend
Public Sale
specials. It's the 41.Having
a yard s-ale7:pickup your fret
total that counts, Then
yard sale signs from
the Gallery of Homes
and the total will office
on Highway 641
N. in The Villige Shopping Center just
be less at Big
across from the
Tea Party.
John's, because Boston
JOHN SMM1
Big John has the
lowest shelf
prices everyday.

Awl

COUNTRY

Storage Space

FOR RENT .
Nice furnished apartments for I, 2, 3 Or 4
college girls. Summer
and fall semester, with
swimming
pool
privilege. Call 7535865 days or 753-5108
after 6 p.m. and on
Sunday.

I

D

Mini
Warehouse

Efficiency apartment for girls.
Partial utilties paid. No pets.
Phone 753-9741.
For rent: Four room apartment
near downtown. Utilities furnished. Call 753-4645.
For sale or rent: Duplex in
Westwood Subdivision. Stove,
garbage disposal, washer and
dryer hookup. Call 753-5400.
One bedroom apartment,
reasonable price. 753-3949.
One bedroom furnished apartment. Air and carpeting. One
block from University. $110 per
month. 75-4538.

ri

STROUT REALTY, INC.
The 34444,3 sou 1400 1•3 servo, 3134
onel sellers

FARMS HOMES
BUSINESSES
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY
•
Listings needed! Offices
Coast to Coast Buyers from
Everywhere. "Free- Catoglog

Strout Realty
',cher
,
Joe I Nen.

753-0186
Anytime

Idlextey
in

Only $15.000 is listing price.
and owner wants offers, on
good 2 bedroom house at 405
Vine, Call C.O. Bondurant Realty. 753-3460.
13>--•

P ID
REALTY

753-1222
TRI-LEVEL
BEAUTY
Recently listed 5
bedroom home in
Canterbury Estates.
Over 3000 square feet
of living area in this
roomy family home.
Living room, large
eat-in kitchen, den
with fireplace, 19' x 17'
game room, storage
galore, and large
backyard concrete
patio for those summer cookouts. Offered
well below replacement cost - 879,500.
For all the information
phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty, 711
Main.
HAVE PROPERTY
TO SELL?
If you've been thinking
of selling, why not give
us a call? You'll
receive friendly,
courteous service and
professional advice.
We have clients
waiting to purchase all
types of real estate, so
let us match a buyer to
your property. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 anytime. We
make buying and selling real estate easy for
ou!

EINAcc

TERMITES

Ales kowseltold, lawn Insi•ors end outdoors and
Truss

FOR DEPENDABLE
Prof•sikaal Pest Control-

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control, Inc.
Termites You spend thousands of dollors loin home hut never think
about termites - they cause the most damage next to fire. Rave
Your home treated now! 753-3911, Kelley's Termite & Pest Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray. KY. Over 33 years experience
Hama owned and operated

48. Auto. Services
Four Rocket racing wheels, WIER 78 tires. mounted. Fits G.M
cars. 753-7541.
IMPORT PARTS AND REPAIR.
Opel, Datsun. Toyota, Simca.
Capri
motors
and
transmissions. Call 474-2325.
Used transmissions, motors,
tires, air-conditioner parts,
fenders, used truck wheels
Evenings 759-1739.
VW parts, 1969 Squareback, including engine and automatic
transmission. Call 489-2330.

45. Used Cars
Attention convertible collectors: 1967 Buick Electra. Call
753
.
-8923.
1977 Cordoba, loaded, white
with burgundy velure interior.
759-4682 or 759-1864.
1974 Cadillac Sedan Deville,
like new. Call 753-3349.
1971 Ford LTD. $350. 1973
Buick Century, good condition.
$850. 753-8056.
For sale. 1970 VW Fastback,
good condition. $1350. Call
753-8221.
1977 Impala stationwagon
with luggage rack, air, power
steering, clean, mechanically
sound. Call 753-7987 any time
after 230.
1974 Olds Delta 88. 4-door.
automatic, power and air.
$900. Phone 354-6217.
1978 Pontiac Catalina, twotone blue. 4-door. Call 7538465 or 753-6426 or 7532906.
Small 1962 Chevy II. 3-speed,
excellent gas mileage. Will consider guzzler trade-in. 7537271.
1968 VW wagon. good condition. $800. 489-2827 or 4354555.

50. Used Trucks
1973 Chevrolet pickup, good
and clean condition, Call 7531537 or 436-2573.
1-976 Ford van, 6 cylinder,
standard, new tires. $1795.
759-1801.
1970 Ford pickup, $600.
Phone 753-1356.
For sale: 1974 Ford van,
customized, air, excellent condition. $2295. Will trade. 1803
:',ollege Farm Road
1968 GMC one-ton farm truck.
Extra good condition. Grain
bed. Extra extension, high
sides and top. Juanita's Florist,
917 Coldwater Rd.
1970 Jeep truck with topper.
$1800 Call 753-5889.

224 Acre cattle farm, 160 permanent pasture, remainder
woods Two good stock barns.
plenty of water, fenced good
highway frontage, 12 miles
south of Pans. Tennessee Pric
ed to sell at $395 per acre Call
i901) 642-9658

46. Homes For Sale

53. Services Offered

ots or
Approximately 11
/
2 acre lot with
well and septic tank, in country. $2750. 753-0246.

•

ROOFING
All

types, Free
Estimates. Call 75945 1 2 or 759-1859
nights. All work guaran-

57. Wanted
Horses needing shoeing for
M.S.U. Farrier class. Wednesday. Thursday, and Friday. Call
for appointment 753-8112
from 8-5. $10 per horse. Well
broke horses only!

FOR SALE
BY OWNER
Boyd's Trailer Park, 21/2 miles
east on 94, 2 acres of land, 5
nice trailers, two with central
heat and air. 5 spaces rented,
2 vacant. Income of $800.00
a month. Priced $50,000.

753-2377

We're
Headquarters
In This Area
For Sewer
& Drain Pipes
By the piece or truckload.
Special Volume Discount

Deluxe 4 bedroom house in
Canterbury Many extras Must
see to appreciate Call 7533903

Air-conditioning and refrigeration, service work on all
brands. Used air-conditioners
and refrigerators for sale Bill
Mee bedroom brick. 2 baths, Rollins, 753-0762.
large den one acre wooded lot. Licensed electrician, prompt.
paved road, 8 miles west of efficient service. Free estimate.
Murray Beautiful! 489-2771
Call 435-437.

53. Services Offered

AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodel- Guttering by Sears. Sears con
ing and
maintenance tinous gutters installed per
References Guaranteed work your specifications Call Sears
Free estimates Call 753-8948 753-2310 for free estimate.
after 5 pm
Insulation blown in by Sears,
A complete service, washers. save on these high heating and
dryers air conditioners and cooling bills Call Seers, 753refrigerators Call 759-1322 2310 for tree estimate.
Prompt service
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
All work guaranteed Air- roofs sealed and underpinnin
conditioning, appliance repair, Aluminum or fiberglass Also
plumbing. Exaaerienced. Call patio awnings and carports
753-8950.
single or double. Jack Glover
Atchisons Painting Service, in- 753-1873 after 6 pm terior and exterior, paperhang- MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING
ing. Also general house repair driveways and small jobs a
Free estimates References fur- speciality. also patching and
nished All work guaranteed. seal coating. 753-1537.
Phone 492-8866 or 247-3313.
Need work on your trees? ToppBill's Janitorial Service Custom ing. pruning, shaping, comCARPET CLEANING. Also plete removal and more Call
houses, offices, commercial BUYER'S TREE SERVICE for
businesses. Call 753-9736. • professional tree care, 753Clint and Dave's Odd Jobs Will 8536.
do odd jobs, including trimm- Painting, paperhanging, coming and cutting down trees, mercial or residential. Farm
carpentry, construction, and buildings. etc. 20 years exyard work. Free estimater low perience Free estimates. 759prices. Inquire at 209 Walnut 1987.
Street, Murray, anytime.
Painting and remodeling; tree
CARPET CLEANING, free trimming and topping; odd
estimates. satisfied references, lobs. Call 753-9736.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning, I
COURTNEY SMALL
753-5827.
ENGINE REPAIR
Concrete and block work. Block
Mowers, Tillers, Choinsows
garages, basements, driveways,
Fast Service
Guaranteed
--patios, steps, free
work. Will pickup and deliver.
estimates. Charles Barnett,
753-11141,
753-5476.
Driveways and parking areas TREE WORK, complete*'
white rocked and.graded. Free removal, topping, or pruning.
estimates. Have rip-rap, pea Experienced. Reasonable rates.
gravel, lime, one ton and up Call 753-0211
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429.
Will haul driveway white rock
K & K Stump Removal. Do you and Ag lime, also have any type
gravel.
need stumps removed from of brown or white pea
your yard or land cleared of Also do backhoe work. Call
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24" below the 753-6763
ground, leaving only sawdust Wet basement' We make wet
and chips. Call for free basements dry, work completeestimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343 ly guarenteed.- Call or write
Morgan Construction Co..
or Bob Kemp, Jr 435-4319.
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
Licinsed Electrician and gas in- KY
42001. or call day or night.
stallation, heating installation
1-442-7026
and repairs, Call 753-7203.
We will pour concrete. Quality
work. Experienced. Call 753Gas shortage? We're in
1308 or 759-1270.
Murray every day. Hours 9-S
Mon.-Fri. 9 Noon, Saturday.
We do all kinds of upholstery
and we have a wide selection
CARTER STUDIO
of fabrics to choose from. Call
153-8298
304 Main
Wayside Upholstery. Euel and
Marie Kimbro. owners and
Fence sales at Sears now. Call operators. 753-5361 or 753Sears. 7512310 for free 6488.
estimate for your needs,
56. Free Column
For hire: Backhoe with Free kittens. Gray and white
operator. $25 per hour. Call male, black and white female.
753-7670.
Calico. 8 weeks old. 753-3994.

teed.

52. Boats and Motors
For sale: Two sailboats. One 12
ft. Catamaran, Aquacat and
one 11 ft strofoam hull Call
after 3 pm. 753-5994.
For sale: 25 hp Johnson motor,
used very little. Call after 5 pm.
436-2140.
16 Foot Pontoon boat. 35 hp
Mercury motor. $1095. 7591801.
1977 Promaster, 15 foot ski
boat. hi-hull, Mercury motor,
Rolco trailer, excellent condition. $2800. Call 437-4432
after 4 pm.
16' Regatta boat. 115 hp
Evinrude motor. Moody trailer.
S1550. 753-1960 after 6 pm.
TIDECRAFT BASS BOAT. High
performance hull with 65 hp
Mercury motor. Fully rigged on
new Low-Swung trailer. $3600
Days 753-8325, after 6 pm.
436-2247.
Venture 22 sailboat, fully
equipped, excellent condition,
$5300 or will sell half interest.
Also Glasspar, 161
/
2', 70 hp
Mercury, $1000. 753-6937 any
time

45. Farms For Sale
WE CONTROL

1978 Yamaha XS-400. Excellent condition. $850. 7538056.
•

Business Opportunity! One
Stop---gas, restaurant, grocery,
ice cream parlor, ice dispenser--This profitable business could
be yours. For further -information call 753-1492.

rmnons

By owner • 3 bedroom brick,
energy saving wood stove, 522
South 6th Call 753-8262
By Owner Large 3 bedroom. 2
bath, brick home located on
two acre lot, 41
/
2 miles east of
Murray on State Route 280.
This home has central heat and
air, large family room with
fireplace, living room, large kitchen dining room combination
with built in stove, dishwasher,
and disposal, utility room and
2 car garage, interior decorated
by Edwards with plush carpet
throughtout Community water
Mid $50's owner must sell due
to illness. For more information
call 759-1388

47. Motorcycles

reasonable price $55,000. Phone 7531222, Kopperud Realty, for all your real
estate needs.
WALK TO
UNIVERSITY
From this pretty three
bedroom home on a
wooded lot. Woodburning stove fireplace in
the living room plus
built-in bookshelves.
Formal dining room
with built-in china
cabinet. All this and
listed in the $30's.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 for full
time real _estate service.

lel 2 Coldweer Rd

SFUTvices Offered

46. Homes For Sale

753-1222,4

WALK TO MSU!!!
Here's an ideal home
for a family needing 4
bedrooms and wants
to be near MSU. Also
has good kitchen and
dining area. Other
34. Houses For Rent
features include 112
For rent: 5 room house, 311 N
obaths and lots of built12th. Call 753-6200 or 753- in drawers and shelves
5500.
in the bedrooms.
For sale or rent by owner: 2
Located at 1702
bedroom home on lake at Pine
Farmer Ave. and ofBluff Shores. Contact Annette
fered for only $40,600.
Burnham or call 436-5364.
Just call for an appointment.
For rent: 2 bedroom house,
JOHN SMITH
Stove and refrigerator. 7539240.
For rent: Four room house 403
South 10th Street. Only responsible adults need apply. No
children or pets. 753-9959.
753-7411
Two bedrooms, unfurnished, 2
AROUND THE CLOCK
blocks from square, available
August 1st, $225 per month Nice 3 bedroom frame home
plus deposit. Mayfield, 247- on
large lot, good
8076 after 5 pm.
neighborhood, near shopping.
Three bedroom, in country, 500 North 6th Street. $25,900.
south of Lynn Grove. Stove, 2 House well cared for and ready
car garage, washer-dryer for immediate occupancy. Call
hookup, large lot, garden spot, Spann Realty Associates, 753fireplace. Call 753-9476 or 7724.
after 4 pm. 753-8431. Rent
negotiable.
818,500 for small house
near KY Lake. Lots of
Two bedroom unfurnished
hwy frontage on 94E.
house for rent, near Aurora.
753-7337 or 437-4617.
acre lot. Call today
for more information
Two bedroom brick home ap183 acres on TN 119
proximately 8 miles southeast
past New Concord. Has
of Murray. Appliances furnisha lot of blacktop froned. References and deposit retage, wooded, can be
quired. Married couples only.
divided info 5 acre tracCall 492-8594.
22. Musical
29. Heating-Cooling
ts. Only 4 miles from
36.
For
Rent
Or Lease
lake. Priced
Electric guitar and amp. Call Hotpoint 5.000 BTU airat
Two- bedroom unfurnished
.
$55,
753-6249
conditioner. Call 759-1196.
duplex apartment. Call 753Sh
T1431 trd 133 3043
Loth 14e4eihref 793 4453
8061 after 5 pm.
0
Me 11.34344.• 753 7474
1.4, Sh.rneller Archon.,
A
38. Pets-Supplies

Dale & We
Stubblefield
1on %Cash Discount

T!' •

30. Business Rental

I

208 E.

Murray Supply
Co.
Main

753-3361
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Ford Workers To Be Laid Off

Deaths & Funerals I

A spokesman for Ford in Louisville Assembly Plant in
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
of last year, Holmes said.
Kentucky's economy has suf- Louisville, Hayes Holmes, May
He said Monday's announcefered another blow with the said the effect of the layoffs of
was dissimilar from the
announcement that 1,780 the 1,780 workers would be to ment
layoffs because the
Louisville workers of Ford leave less than 6,000 workers other
ones were partly causMotor Co. will be laid off in- at Kentucky's two Ford plants earlier
-- the Kentucky Truck Plant ed by economy and partly by
Mrs. Wilson ( Lucy) Pierce
Final rites for Mrs. Vernon
definitely.
the Louisville Assembly the declining demand for
and
in
announced
of Benton Route 8 died Sunday James, the former Gaynell
Ford
Plant
on Fern Valley Rolid larger cars such as the LTD.
Murraythe
at
a.m,
be
Monwill
6:30
Okla.,
Detroit
at
Carter, of Tulsa,
Louisville and in
But the new layoff, he said,
Calloway County Hospital. held Wednesday at 11 a.m. at
day that it will drop the night near Louisville. The latter
from a shrinking
She was 69 years of age and a the chapel of the J. -H. Churshift at its Kentucky Trude plant manufactures light results
market for heavy trucks, even
member of the Walnut Grove chill Funeral Home with the
Plant near Louisville when it trucks and will be the only
though Ford's share of that
Church of Christ.
Rev. Dr. Walter E. Mischke,
ends 1980-model production U.S. plant to manufacture the
market remains about the
1981 line of Ford's LTD cars.
She is survived by her'hus- Jr., officiating.
Friday.
Remaining will be about same.
band; two Ujughters, Mrs. C.
Pallbearers' will be Hester
The company said 1,660 proOf the 1,660 hourly
E. Sins and Mrs. Joe McKin- Hugh Brown, Cleon Cunnduction and maintenance 4,800 hourly workers at the
employees being laid off next
ney, Benton; four sisters — ingham, Lather Gooch, Bill
workers and 120 white-collar two plants and close to 1,000'
week, 350 — those with 10
Mrs. Dena Arant, Mrs. Phillips, Hubert Cunningham,
employees would be laid off in- white collar workers.
years or more of experience —
production
Ford's
Kentucky
1981-model
When
Earlene Norsworthy, Mrs. and Fred Clark, all cousins.
definitely.
for the supplemental
qualify
tema
of
been
by
hit
series
has
Mrs.
and
Meyers,
the
4,
South
the
Juanita
Burial will follow in
production begins Aug.
unemployment benefits proVerda Tyree, alrof Benton; Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
payroll will have 2,300 hourly porary layoffs in the past year
Workers with 10 or
four grandchildren.
workers and 475 salaried, due to slumping sales. But gram.
Friends may call at the
VETERANS ANNIVERSARIES — Mayor Melvin B. Henley, center, shows flag and
Monday's announcement was more years of experience
The funeral is being held to- funeral home after 4 p.m. toFord said.
payments that, comproclamation declaring Monday, July 21, as Disabled American Veterans Day in
Kentucky Truck makes all the first indefinite layoff since receive
day at 1 p.m. at the chapel of day ( Tuesday ).
with unemployment
Murray in honor of the 50th anniversary of the Veterans Administration and the 60th
the Collier Funeral Home,
Ford's medium-duty and 1,400 workers were laid off of bined
Mrs. James,69, died Sunday
anniversary of the D.A.V. With Henley are foe Smith, left, commander of local Chapter
Bentqn, with 0. D. McKendree at her home. She was a retired
heavy-duty trucks. The com- one of two shifts at the payments
officiating. gurial will follow school, teacher and attended
50 of the D.A.V. and recently elected first district commander, and Ales Pall, right,
pany said it was giving up a
shift because of "continued •
in the Edwards Cemetery.
D.A.V. publicity chairman.
Murray State University.
softening" in those markets. : •Mire 01/111111?•?•11R711•IfIPIW MIrl:Mir al:5W
Born Dec. 15, 1910, in TenSales of those Ford models
nessee, she was the daughter
-for :he first six months of the
of the late Cary Carter and
year fell 29 percent compared
Ora French Carter.
with the first half of 1979.
She is survived by her hus"This is the first time in the
band, one son, William Vernon
tion. "The issues that were on nothing completed," said
ARNOLD
JAY
By
The ftuieral for Ronald W. James, Jr., and two grand11-year history of the Kenthe table when the strike went Rich.
Writer
Press
Associated
Roach,22, was held Monday at children, John Edward and
"If it (the strike) is a shor- tucky Truck Plant that an eninto effect last night are still
HOLLYWOOD (AP) —
had to be
2 p.m. at the chapel of the Jennifer Ann James, Tulsa,
on the table. As to how long the trun thing, it will have virtual- tire second-shift has
actors
television
Prime-time
Byrn Funeral Home, Okla.; sister, Mrs. Odell
ly no impact," said a CBS eliminated," said Carl G.
anybody's
that's
be,
will
strike
Guild
Actors
Screen
Mayfield, with the Rev. Don Robertson, Maury City, joined the
spokesman Monday. "If it's Roth, heavy truck manufacguess."
1979 Olds Torona o
Farmer and the Rev. Gary Tenn.; two brothers, Kerry strike today, and floodlights
protracted, it will have a very turing operations manager for
alone
strike
SAG
Monday's
doused on film stages
Dr. Blue, Camel Cloth Interior power steering, power
Frizzell officiating.
Truck Operations.
Carter, Coal Grove, Ohio, and were
furAnything
impact.
serious
studio
turn
to
enough
was
from New York to Los Angeles
brakes, air conditioning, power seats, power window
Pallbearers were G. W. Hafford Carter, Trinity, Ala.
"It's regrettable that the naback lots eerily quiet and ther on than a week would be
door lock, tilt wheel, cruise control, Am,'FM stereo cb,
"Dallas."
to
Bobby
Key,
has
sales
Key, Shane
tionwide dropoff in
Mrs. James is the sister-inprogressively worse."
cancel onlocation filming.
wire wheels. moon roof, approx. 12.000 miles
The American Federation of
Bradley, J. B. Lamb, Willie law of J. B. and Ruth Wilson of
An NBC spokesman said forced us to lay off part of a
Burt Reynolds reportedly
Artists,
Radio
and
Television
force
Pyle, and Bill Morris. Burial Murray.
left a New York movie set as there had been "no interrup- highly experienced work
which represents most of the
of
was in the Highland Park
the strike began, while stars tion in NBC's programming." building high levels
acTV
prime-time
nation's
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Keep That Great GM Feell.19 With Genutne GM Ports
Candice Bergen and Jac- He added thaLthe network had manufacturing quality into
walkout
SAG
the
joined
tors,
most
Mr. Roach, Hickory Route 2,
industry's
queline Bissett, on location in a big backlog of shows with the
OM OSUMI
shuta
assuring
a.m.,
12:01
at
GM
was pfonounced dead on arSenna PARIS
New York, were told to "go which to try to ride out a pro- sophisticated vehicles," he
down of film and TV producrival at Community Hospital,
said.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. tion in this country and on
back to bed." Among those longed strike.
Mayfield, by Graves County ( AP — Police Chief Wayne
"The second-shift will be
At issue are SAG-AFTRA's
television actors not workiug
Coroner Joe Sanders, who said Constant says he still has American movie locations
for a new restored as quickly as there is
joint
negotiations
of
Holiday
Polly
were
today
641 South
753-2617
Roach died as the result of an several options open to him, around the world.
"Flo" and Ricardo Montalban three-year contract with the an improvement in the
If it lasts long enough, the
apparent self inflicted gunshot despite the city commission's
economy and an increase in
three
the
film
studios,
major
Island."
"Fantasy
of
walkout could send film and
wound to the heart.
plans to replace the police and
AFTRA's strike could major TV networks and in- the demand for heavy
The coroner said Mr. Roach fire chiefs when they reach TV executives scurrying for.a
trucks," he said.
seriously hurt producers in the dependent producers.
and
—
product
substitute
died at approximately 12:15 mandatbry 'retirement age
midst of shooting for the new
Americans
prevent
could
p.m. Saturday. The incident this year.
STORE HOURS:
We Accept Visa
fall TV season. Unaffected are
from finding out as scheduled
occurred on Meridian Road in
The commission, in its just who shot dastardly J:R.
game shows, soap operas and
Master Charge
Mon. Thru
north Graves County.
meeting Tuesday night; will
network newscasts, whose
Layaways
Survivors include his wife, consider approval of promo- Ewing.
8:00 p.m.
Fri.
AFTRA personnel are covered
AFTRA members voted to
Mrs. Rachel Pyle Roach; his tion procedures for the two of•
contracts.
different
by
p.m.
3:00
Sat.
Los
in
strike at meetings
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert fices.
"We're shut down," said
NEW YORK (AP) — KenOpen 7:00 a.m.
Angeles and New York MonRoach, Mayfield Route 1; four
Constant reaches the comLee Rich, whose Lorimar Pro- tucky Gov, John Y. Brown Jr.
brothers — Robert M., pulsory retirement age of 57 day.
ductions produces the wildly said in a national television
began
strike
the
after
Even
Hickory Route 1, and Royce, on Oct. 27 and has been on the
popular "Dallas" nighttime appearance Monday morning
Russell Steven, and Regina] force 23 years, 17 as chief. He today, talks continued
soap opera. The show is ex- that he doesn't "really have
the
and
unions
the
between
Lynn Roach, all of Mayfield said Saturday, "I haven't
pected to open its fall season any ambition" anymore to be
Route 1; his grandparents, committed myself in any ac- Association of Motion Picture
by telling fans who shot the president or vice president.
TV
and
Producers.
One Rack of Carpet — First Quality
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Gardner, tion yet."
character J.R. Ewing at the.
"I'm not as ambitious as I
making
we're
as
long
"As
Hickory Route 1, and Mrs. Ohs
On Sale Now
to
He has said he would like
end of the last season.
once was," Brown told Rona
progress we'll continue to
Roach, Kirksey.
of
lot
a
of
remain in the department but
parts
shot
"We've
$800
of
segment
a
during
Barrett
direcDavis,
Alan
meet," said
Short Plush
that there also is a chance he
episodes of 'Dallas,' but have ABC's "Good Morning
USE OVEN
tor of AFTRA's western secWhen you're entertaining will run for sheriff.
America" filmed a week ago
Commercial
Fire Chief Lonnie Bellamy,
and want to spend time with
in California and aired MonSculptured Shag
your guests plan your menu who reaches retirement age
day.
Sculptured Shag
for oven rather than range-top Dec. 8, also has said he would
But he stopped short of sayMulti-Colored Plush
the
with
continue
to
like
longer
may
take
It
cooking.
ing he was not interested in bedepartment.
but it needs less watching.
ing president or vice president
in 1984.
His wife, Phyllis George
Per Cent Off Retail Cost
A
—
PARIS, Tenn.
Wells,Bomar said.
Brown,also appeared and was
Dyersburg man was indicted
Rich was killed and another asked by Ms. Barrett, a
Monday by the Henry County passenger, Barbara Evans, Hollywood columnist, what
Grand Jury on a charge of was injured, Bomar said. He kind of first lady she would be
vehicular homicide in connec- added she was treated and if her husband was elected
(DOES NOT INCLUDE BAGS OR ACCESSORIES)
tion with the May 25 boating released at a local hospital.
president. She said she would
death of Donald Eugene Rich,
Witnesses reported that the be "a little outspoken," but
gig Sandy.
and
scene
the
boat
left
Nolen
added, "That's the kind of
Larry Grant Nolen, 24, who was found two days later at question that you don't know
Paris
in
28
May
arrested
was
Moon's Landing, Bomar said.
what you'd do until you get
for the incident, remained free
Wells and Michael Rich, there."
on $2,500 bond.
Donald's brother and another
According to Henry County passenger in the boat, iden.----al
Sheriff Richard Bomar,the in- tified Nolen's boat as the craft
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP — Estimated
receipts cattle and calves 1200; comcident occurred as a boat that struck them, Bomar said.
to Monday's close choice
pared
operated by Nolen struck the
Bomar added that charges slaughter steers and heders untested;
left rear of one in which Rich were brought against Nolen
outlet for good grade offerings very narDOWNTOWN
2.00-3.00 lower;
was a passenger. He added the after he ( Nolen) and his row,demand light, these
S TOR ES
opening firm to 1.00 higher, bulls
MURRAY, CT. SQ. boats were traveling in op- passenger, Harold Quinley, cows
barely steady; limited slaughter calves
and vealers steady, feeder steers steady
posite directions in Eagle Dyersburg, were questioned.
to 2.00 higher, full advance on weights
Creek Chute on Kentucky
The sheriff also said that over 500 lb; feeder heifers steady,
Lake. Nolen made a sharp U- there was no evidence to in- weights under 400 lb poorly tested; few
1040 lb 67.00;
turn just before he struck the dicate the incident was inten- choice slaughter steers
good and choice 935 lb 63.90; good 835
Rich boat, driven by Richard tional.
-1396 lb 55.00-59.10, few down to 51.00;

Mrs. Wilson Pierce
Dies Here Sunday;
Funeral Is Today

Funeral Wednesday
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. James

Ronald W. Roach
Dies At Age Of 22;
Rites Held Monday

• — 1116ume
4'

Television Actors Join Strike

$9500.00

Police Chief Says
Options Open'

as

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.

746.-42E

Brown Reports He
Has No Ambition
To Be President, VP

The Decor Store

Phone
753-3642

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Carpet Sale

500hu

Aigner
Shoes

Dyersburg Man Indicted
For Boat Accident By
Henry County Jury

Custom Draperies —
Woven Wood Shades _
1" Mini Blinds

20

Livestock Market

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service July
22,1910
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 507 Est. 750 Barrows &
Gilts .75-$1 00 lower Sows $190 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.. $42.50-43.00 few 43.25
$42.25-42.50
US 2 200-240 lbs
84125-4225
US 2-3 no-no lbe.
lbe.
260-280
2-4
US
Sows
$35 00-3650
US 1-2270-350 be.
$34.00-35.00
US 1-3300-450 lbs.
935 00-36.00
US 1-3450-500 lbs.
US 1-3 500-650 lbs... $36.00-37.00 few 38.00
$33 00-34.00
US 2-3366-566 lbs
Boars over 300 n.00-30.00 under 300
26 00-28.00

We
At
University
Gulf
Like To
ee Our Customers
Leave Smiling!

EC Insurance.
Ask us about
the new
comprehensive
Multi-Medicar*
policy.

Isid

els

lob Novisioy
g
Cl)
Insurance
A,.',,
107 N. 401
753-4137

New Hours: Mon.-Fri.
5:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sat. 5:00 a.m.-12:00 Noon

Representing
Federal Kemper
Insurance Company

We have a full line of tires (all tires carry road
hazard guarantee)
We Do minor repair and mechanic work (repair
work fully guaranteed)

— -j
.
EIV

P,UP

A

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local Interest at II
cm. C311' today furnished to The Murray
Ledger Sr Times by First of Michigan
Corp., of Murray,
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
GA F
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
•
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Hardens
Heublein
IBM
Jenco
K-mart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
US Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's

+8.53
491. unc

11%44
175. unc
75%-%
51%-%
15'4-4
44% unc
16%-1 us
33%-%
86 one
21141),28%a
25%+%
30+ lie
32% unc
311N+
4+ ,••
/
343
42-1%.
16',b 18'.

slaughter heifers good 665-900 lb 55.0059.75; commercial cows 4050-42.2S; utility 41.50.45.00, few high dressing up to
46.25; cutter 39.25-44.10, canner 34.7539.50; slaughter bulls grade 1-2 1200-1870
lb 53.00-56.50; grade 2-3 including some
overly fat 915-1915 lb 50.0463.00, good
and choice 165-245 lb vealers 79.50-83.00;
choice 300-325 lb calves 71.50-73.50;
feeder steers mell um frame 1 400-500 lb
70.25-73.20; few 485 lb 77.50, 500-700 lb
69.00-75.75; medium frame 2 400-500 lb
64.25-71.50; 500-700 lb 62.50-68.00, large
frame 1 partly fattened 810-958 lb 59.9063 75; large frame 2 including Holsteins
410480 lb 56004550. 750480 lb 4100S790; heifers medium frame 1-2400400
lb 61.2546.25. few up to 67.75; medium
and large frame 2430-7S0 lb 55.0041.25;
stock cows few medium frame 1 700-750
lb 2-3 years 6000-5050Hogs 1000; barrows and gilts mostly
1 00 lower; 1-2 200-235 lb 43.25-43.50,
small lot at 43.75; 2500-235 lb 42 75-43.25;
235-250 lb 42.25-42.75; 2-3 200-240 lb 41.5042.00; 240-270 lb 41.004150; sows steady
to 50 lower; 1-2 300-350 lb 35.75-36.75; 350-400 lb 36.75-37 50; 400-450 lb 37.50-38.00;
450410 lb 38 00-39 00. some to 39.65;
boars over 300 lb 31 75-33 50
Sheep 25, slaughter lambs 300 lower;
choice and prime lambs 100 lb 62 00

CORN-AUSTIN
Will Be Closed Wed. July 23
preparing for their Final
Clearance. Sale which will
start 9:00 a.m. Thur. July 24.

TWO WEEKS ONLY

%
20
sole OFF

BUY NOW

Hy-Klas Paint Sale

LATEX ENAMEL

IstO
Outside Exterior
2 Gal. Pails
1268 House Paint
95
50
1.atRe.xg Pricen $$1289

ag. Price 10.95 Sala

4%1 111=0

LATEX FLAT
•

$910
Reg. Pric• 13.95 N0w.
15
'

1 63

ILCN 344

12CC11"

"Okrine

AlIBILEM
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Corduroy
winning fi

Hats Make Fashion Scene From Day To Disco

@As the fashion pendu
swings from wide andlayer,
slim and close to the body
from mix and match sportSv
to real suit ''suits"
.
wide legged pleated slack
skin tight, narrow ankled
. . . no two fabrics transcent
ever-changing fashion sc
better than corduroy and ve
teen.
These amazing pile fabr
which date back to the Mit
Ages, shine as brightly as
as the fabric stars for fall.
Crompton makes them in
percent combed cotton, and
wide variety of weights
wales. There is hardly any
de of outerwear clothing sod
can't be made in these versat
timeless fabrics.
Tatulesigners and house!
Ralph Lauren, Geoffrey Bet
John Anthony, Bill Blass Pt
Ellis: Adif, Calvin Klein i
Anne Klein and Co., to no
but a few, recognize the agel
quality of these elegant. adz
able fabrics, and have utili;
them in exciting, new, din
tional fashions for this corm
fall season.

DESIGNED WITH TASTE and styling subtlety, women's hats.this fall
offer the unstudied fashion assurance that allows every wearer to make a
very personal fashion statement. Shapes for fall are smaller, but if they
are big, they are BIG, and all are worn with a forward thrust to the
eyebrow; a great look with sleeked-back hairdos. Glamour nights are in
the picture with tiny "disco" styles, either jewelled or feathered. From
left, the flirtatious flat-brim, giant cartwheel shape is recalled by Adolfo
H. Another -eyeline" shape is offered by Halston in a casual, creasecrown,' down-brim fedora. There is nighttime enchantment in Don
Anderson's small, side-tilt cap, enhanced with feather and veiling trim.
The forward-thrust, sleek look is emphasized by Frank Olive in his small
-tear drop" beret. The young look is featured in a lower-ctown derby by
I mportina.

'
, introduces a simulated
Cultra
pearl that captures all the
beauty and charm of authentic
pearls. Hand dipped and French
knotted, each strand comes in
its own satin travel pouch.
Available in a variety of
pearl sizes and lengths with
matching earrings.

AVAILABLE AT

Furches Jewelry
113 S.4th

753-2835

Buying a Suit?
Check Qualit
NEW YORK (AP) — Buy
a suit is a major investra
these days, says an expert
the men's clothing field
cautions that the choice shu
be made on the basis of qual
as well as style.
Durability is an import:
factor in selecting a suit, am
Marvin A. Blumenfeld of Ap;
Marcus Inc:, a merchandisi
consulting firm which rep
sents more than 140 me:
clothing stores around the co;
try. He offers these tips
shopping for a suit:
— Check your appearance
standing in front of a till
mirror. If the garment does
look good on you, don't cons
er it, no matter what its off
positive aspects.
— Check the fit. If the s:
needs major alterations, reji
it. It will be too costly and y
will probably not be satisfi
with the results.
— Consider the style and c
or. Deep, darker tones, subdu
patterns and stripes help ma
you look taller and slimmer.
- Note the seams. Are th
puckered or do they I
smooth? Do the seams in t
trousers hang straight or a
they jagged? Better-made gm
ments do not have puckered
jagged seams.
— Examine the collar. Do
it lie flat or curl up? Collars
better garments lie flat becau
more care is given to the taila

Wedding Day
Beauty
For that
very
special
day...
select an
elegant
ensemble
of gowns
for your
\bridal
party.

log.
— Check the lining. Has
been sewn in properly? In Ix

ter-made garments, the lulu

•

The
Showcase

Is tailored and lies flat at
neat. In cheaper garments, ti
linings are ruffled becate
cheaper material is used at
the workmanship is not as pr
else. Also, less care is taken
cheaper garments in the sewir
and pressing stages.
— Examine the fabric. Da
It feel (Wm in your hand
does it feel flimsy? Does
have body and firmness? I
more expensive suits, fate

has a soft, luxurious and suppl
feel, or "hand."
Well-designed clothes should 1
practical as well as conterniu
raryfashtortgatements.

121 By-Pass

—Don Sayn
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Corduroy and velveteen are always
winning fabrics on the fashion scene

LYNDIA COCHRAN DANCE & GYMNASTICS STUDIO
Announces

As the fashion pendulum
Suit jackets shape to the body,
Registration For
swings from wide andlayered to and the skirts
Color plays an important role
are slim with side,
slim and close to the body . . . front or back
with the entire range of wines
Fall Term
slilts,irLbotivvide
from mix and match sportSwear,
wale corduroys and velveteens and burgundys taking number
Toast* Avg. 19th
to real suit "suits"
. from
Coats in rich, important one billing, followed by the alwide legged pleated slacks to jumbo wale, take
ways important -neutrals, from
on added im9:00-600
"DANCE CLASSES"
skin tight, narrow ankled jeans pact when lined
winter white to beige to middle
"GYMNASTICS"
in
sherpa
or browns and a rich
. . . no two fabrics transcend the seal, or when
black olive.,
Studio 9th & Fairlane
Top-1111111-Jp.:
treated in the 40s
Floor Compulsory
ever-changing fashion scene manner with wide
Greys and teal blues also come
wide shoulAerobatics
Telep
753tione
4647
better than corduroy and velve- ders, and deep
into play.
Beam, Volk
_
dolman sleeves.
teen.
Velveteen prints, always an
Unavea Bars
Sportswear, always a natural exciting addition
These amazing pile fabrics,
Boys
& Girls Ages 4 and Up
, look new and
which date back to the Middle for pile fabrics, takes on a more very wearable in small, art deco
Ages, shine as brightly as ever "put together" look with match- and paisley prints, as well as in
Complete line of Dance and Gymnastics Wear
ing jackets and skirts in both sophist
as the fabric stars for fall.
icated, spaced out Hocorduro
y
and
velvete
"LEO'S" — "DANSKIN"
en.
rals.
Crompton makes them in 100
percent combed cotton, and in a
...^..Z.e"...,...--,--0C,',-.."-A.e...,/•,--/
wide variety of weights and
ZoC,-.C/3- 7/-,--,--•-•-•^..C.00Co.o•-../"..,-/-e-e--,../7-i-/--/-/--Co:.^-,/,-.."..e_e7or,-_-_-_-_-.-------..
.0.-,-...c..-.- .,-,-_,..--_,-...,-,t..-...--,......c.-,-,---,-.----_,,
wales. There is hardly any artiS
cle of outerwear clothing which N
can't be made in these versatile,
SSN
timeless fabrics.
N
TOP-designers and houses as
N
Ralph Lauren, Geoffrey Beene.
John Anthony, Bill Blass, Perry
NN
Ellis, Adri, Calvin Klein and
Anne Klein and Co., to name
kN
but a few, recognize the ageless N
quality of these elegant, adaptable fabrics, and have utilized
them in exciting, new, direcSS
tional fashions for this coming
fall season.
\
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Buying a Suit?
sk
s
Check Quality \%

NEW YORK (AP) — Buying
a suit is a major investment
these days, says an expert in
the men's clothing field who
cautions that the choice should
be made on the basis of quality
as well as style.
Durability is an important
factor in selecting a suit, adds
Marvin A. Blumenfeld of AprilMarcus Inc:, a merchandising
consulting firm which represents more than 140 men's
clothing stores around the country. He offers these tips on
shopping for a suit:
— Check your appearance by
standing in front of a triple
mirror. If the garment doesn't
look good on you, don't consider it, no matter what its other
positive aspects.
— Check the fit. If the suit
needs major alterations, reject
it. It will be too costly and you
will probably not be satisfied
with the results.
— Consider the style and color. Deep, darker tones, subdued
patterns and stripes help make
you look taller and slimmer.
- Note the seams. Are they
puckered or do they lie
smooth' Do the seams in the
trousers hang straight or are
they jagged? Better-made garments do not have puckered or
jagged seams.
— Examine the collar. Does
'it lie flat or curl up? Collars on
better garments lie flat because
more care is given to the tailoring.
— Check the lining. Has it
been sewn in properly? In better-made garments, the lining
Is tailored and lies flat and
neat. In cheaper garments, the
linings are ruffled because
cheaper material is used and
the workmanship is not as precise. Also, less care is taken in
cheaper garments in the sewing
and pressing stages.
— Examine the fabric. Does
It feel thin in your hand or
does it feel flimsy? Does it
have body and firnutesa? In
more'expensive suits, fabric
has a soft, luxurious and supple
feel, or "hand."
Well
ilothev should be
practical as well as contemporary lashion_staternents.
-Don Sayre%
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investments
best
her
of
one
and
d
frien
best
girl's
a
Diamonds:
., Don Dalzell, President of
Bailey Banks & Biddle in Philadelphia (one of the most famous
jewelry stores in America, with
nearly fifty stores across the
country), has changed his mind.
'give years ago, if a customer said to me, 'Shall I buy
diamonds as an investment?' I'd
have said to het., 'If that's your
main reason or purpose in buying diamonds, then put your

are as concerned as ever about
good things because they're
used to them, now they are more
and more concerned about the
dollar, so diamonds are selling
better and better, not as a pleasure but as in investment.
Jewelers like Bailey Banks &
Biddle (who has been offering
diamonds and other fine gemstones since 186,3) are known
for their quality, and it is important to go only to a good jeweler
money into real estate or the when purchasing diamonds or
stock market.
other fine gemstones.
"'The value of a diamond is
the amount of pleasure you get
from it — from wearing it, from
the way it makes you feel marvelous to wear something beautiful, and from the compliments
you receive. That's the value of
a diamond.'
"How wrong I was!
"Today, five years later, as
the dollar decreases in value, the
value of a diamond increases,
and to own diamonds today is to
own the greatest hedge against
inflation you can have.
"There is nothing else available to you that provides you
with the opportunity to put three
million dollars in your pocket
without a moment's notice and
walk from one country to another. Diamonds offer you that.
"It was done with diamonds
years ago when people tried to
leave before the Nazis'occupied
their countries and today, in
SHEER SPLENDOR FOR EVENING—For a grand entrance,
Asia, the wealthy are leaving
and
rich
a
key.
is
Create
jewelry
the brilliant touch of diamond
hurriedly and, in many cases,
an
in
diamonds
of
cascade
a
wearing
by
mood
ultra-romantic
only their diamonds can be
exquisite necklace as a complement to your own soft, silky skin.
taken with ,them, stuffed in a
I hoop earrings and a diamond ring, then crown
Add din
handbag or pocket as they flee.
your regal image with a diamond brooch attached to the front of
"Fine things still sell in a
all
Biddle,
&
Banks
Bailey
from
Is
a lustrous upsweep. !Barn
scared economy," says Don
stores. Dress: Albert Capraro.
Oalzell. and while Americans

Si'
Jean Sale

Thousands of Jeans from Minnens
regular lean stock Faded Glory.
Viceroy, Gitano. Ralph La Cher & More
Reg '18 to 128

Layaway Several Pair
For Back-to-School

Shop Oatly 1 0 9_ Sunday I 5
Plaza
Bel Aw Center & Olympic

ilArm lortinto ,Unnoti

Bailey Banks & Biddle offers
its customers the security of
having superb workmanshipcombined with superb quality
diamonds—where the styles of
jewelry offered are fashionable
yet are not so trendy that they
will go out offashion toloorrow.
Bailey's fashion is rather like
the diamond—many-faceted yet
eternal. Some of the exquisite
diamond jewelry designs from
Bailey Banks & Biddle for fall
show how diamonds can be

worn with the current fashions
for day or evening, from a tailored dress to a romantic ballgown.
Diamonds are always in good
taste, always in fashion and always an investment.
•
Where there is much desire to
will
necessity
of
"earn, there
be much arguing, much writing, many opinions;for opinion in goad men is but knowledge in the making.
—John Milton
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Pearls Add New Glow
To Fashions of '80s

PEARLY GREATS—Pearls are high on the fashion
hit p,arade this spring, reports the Jewelry Industry
Coupcil. They range from single-strand to multistraRd, from chokers to lariats, to be mixed with
gemstones and gold chains for new fashion looks.
Rings, earrings and pins show their versatility, from
poppy-seed-sized pearls to larger ones. Baroque pearls
catch the eye in one-of-a-kind designer-fashioned pins
and pendants.

The Play's the Thing for Kids

FALL PLAYMATES — Practical
playwear for the toddler set is knit of
machine-washable acrylic yarns. At left,
he'll kick off the season in an ombre
stripe sweater of putty and earth tones;
_ collar and sleeve patches complement

coordinating pants. At right, she'll set
the stage for fall fun in this handembroidered, blouson sweater and
slacks in soft shades of pink plum. Both
sizes 2-4T.(Nann-knits by Nannette.)

fr
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Vuritingliani Eag:tb
Dixieland Center
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Donna Karan: talented young fashion leader
Karan. who with
eDonna
Louis delI'01io is responsible for
all of the fashion designing for
'Anne Klein and Company, isobviously at ease and totally in her
- • ,lement when discussing the
world of fashion—both as a designer and as a woman.
"Being a woman has been
very important to me as a designer. Because I wi.ar the
clothes, I understand them."
It is this deep personal love of
• fashion, combined with her own
talent.-originality and dedication
to her work, which has made
,Karan one of the most successful
- designers on Seventh Avenue.a
Coty Award winner and perennial favorite with fashion-conscious women the world over.
This success is even more significant when viewed in terms of
the immense job Karan faced
when she assumed responsibility
for an almost legendary company upon the death of Anne
Klein in 1974.
Anne Klein had chosen Karan
as her associate designer in 1971
and, at the time of her death.
Karan had already been billed as
co-designer of the Anne Klein
collections for two seasons.
Although Karan has carried
Anne Klein and Company to
ever-increasing heights of success. she candidly. admits-that
"assuming the name of Anne
Klein was the toughest job lye
ever had to face."
People ask her how she has
changed the company. Karan responds with keen insight and a
touching tribute to her former
mentor.
"I've been with Anne Klein
and Company for 10 years, since
the inception ofthe company. As
to what it was and what Anne
started, she was a creator.
"Anne Started American designer sportswear. At that point
women were not into gray flannel pants and navy blazers—that
was news at that point. She was
getting them into the attitude of
putting separate pieces together.
"Anne was not an old designer. she Was contemporary.
She was of the time and, if she
were here today. God only
knows what she'd be doing.
"She was an inventor, and her
clothes stood for quality and elegance. When you put them on
you felt wonderful. They had a
longevity. you owned them as
you'd own a piece ofjewelry. •
"I think we've grown, but
when people ask how we've
changed the company. I don't
see it that way. 1 see the change
more in the way people typify
who Anne Klein was.
"Blazers are always going to
be, a part of the collection.
Jackets are. too. They're a part
of dressing. That doesn't make it
old Anne Klein or new."
If anything. Donna Karan has
succeeded in evolving the Anne
Klein credo of fashion comfort
into one of today's most important fashion directions.
"My philosophy in designing
is that clothes and the woman
have to work together hand in
hand; clothes must fit the body
and work with the body.
"I don't believe in clothes
being one way and the woman
another—meaning that her
movement, her actions, her attitude, how she lives, how she
walks, her spirit all have to coordinate with her clothing. You
don't dress.the female body. It
works together."
Karan, in a charming display
of total candor, easily demonstrates the unrcstricting wear
Needless to say. while her phi
losophy is sound, it is difficult to
believe that this leggy young
beauty can really stand IN-.— and

call her Ican, coltish tigure
"very imperfect."
IOW does she begin a collection'? '-'111 walk in and either I'll
an innate feeling that it's
time for sarnething,(*there's a
season I've just seen and I can
see it expandedupon, you
know?—like we touched on
something but-there's a tremendous amount we can grow
•
with."
Karan is, -irf a sense, more a
fashion evolutionist than a corn-,
pulsive. trend-setting innovator.'
"If!loved it for spring. I'm going to love it even more tor fall: and sometimes it's year after
year.
"That's because fashion is
evolving. It's not .a radical
change, because people don't
radically change. You have to
evolve into a thinking and into a
philosophy, and so it is, with a
look."

.4ave

Donna Karan. along with
Louis dell'Olio. has captured the
look of the modern woman this
year for fall in a series collection
of luxurious classics with clean
lines, rich colors- and the most
sumpitious of fabrics.
But the beautifully simple,
classically elegant components
of the Anne Klein and Company
collection for-fall were not so
beautifully simple to achieve.
"Fall is probably-the most
complicated line because of the
different aspects of clothing:
more coats, more everting wear.
It's our biggest show, and just
the whole feeling of more fabrication and all is more difficult.
"Everything must be dyed_
and its not the kind of dyeing
41lat can be done easily."
"All of the fall yarns have to
be done. In fall, there are so

Fa

many multiple fibers, and
everything's got to be dyed."
If anyone has ever been under
the impression that a fashion de
signer such as Donna Karan
leads an easy and glamorous
life, a few minutes in her presence will have the average person longing to return to a normally hectic nine-to-five pace.
Donna Karan is a compulsive
worker who never seems to stop
to breathe for anything other
than fashion.
Yet she admits that she's actually slowed down in the pastfew
years.
used to be a neurotic
worker. I worked seven days a
week,all night long, never stopping. never leaving the studio.
After you do that fora few years.
beDONNA KAHAN AT WORK IN HER STUDIO examines one of
you realize that there has to
the sweaters for her fall collection.
another way of living
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Facing Sunny Days Stylish!

FALL FASHION SECTION

Fall
Fashion .
Expectations
Stop by and see our
selection of fall merchandise arriving daily.,
We have a large selection of uniforms

Use
I Our
°Yoti,oy
Piot?

1)\,
\Aeri,
co'cc
FASHION AND PROTECTION — The bright sunlight of fall demands protection for the
eyes. Hers, at left, with new lightweight glass dradient lenses that block about 70 percent of
the light, have sculpted frames with striking metal accents and graceful curving shape, the
perfect complement for a tailored city wardrobe. His sunglasses feature lenses that change
color, from amber to cut haze on cloudy days to brown to block glare on sunny days; the
rugged plastic frame comres in bright color combinations as well as tortoise. (Ray-Ban
Sunglasses by Bausch ?Lomb.)

—Nothing else feels like real gold.

Visa-Master Charge Accepted

Keep Up-To-Date With The Latest Styles

Karat Gold Jewelry

Lindsey's Jewelers t Corn-Austin Co.
114$.II%

:;11-

1'
•1`
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FALL FASHION SECTION

Get set for fall . . .

Tips on how to iron cool,
comfortable natural fibers
I here's a new, refreshing
look on campus this year as
young men and women head for
ihe quads wearing crisp cotton
shirts, real linen tops and authentic denim jeans.
This year more than ever.
students are taking Ode in their
appearance, showing up to class
in natural fabrics such as allcotton instead of cotton-poly'ester blends and real linen instead of linen-look rayon.
While the trend toward allcotton apparel can be attributed
to its second-skin comfort,
easy-care and long-lasting quality, cotton garments may require a few more strokes with
the iron than the easy-care man
made substitutes.
Ironing needn't be a pressing

I have tried tofollow new thinking about sports clothes. They
are non-sportive, non-casual,
but they can combine with a pair
ofjeans and look perfectly okay.
Their chiefaim is to look expensive and elegant enough for
after-hours,_ as well as for the
office. There is no longer a different wardrobe for work and
leisure.
—Don Sayres

problem, however,. given the
proper equipment, a few simple
techniques and a little patience.
Following the old adage:"Practice makes perfect.' the fabric
care experts at Faultless Starch
Company offer these tips to the
novice who's plugging in for the
first time:
• Get yourself a new lightweight iron. The lighter load
will rid wrinkles as effectively
as the'old heavier irons and with
less effort.
• Make sure the ironing
board is well-padded to provide
a good cushion and to permit absorption of excess steam.
• High temperatures are right
for cottons and linens to eliminate deep-set wrinkles, while
cool temperatures are best for
touching up permanent press
and delicate fabrics. When ironing a blend, set the temperature
at the lowest setting required for
fine fabrics.
• A good rule of thumb when
ironing a shirt or blouse is to
iron the collar first, then the
cuffs and sleeves and, lastly, the
body of the shirt using slow.
smooth strokes.
To give cotton extra
"oomph," use a spray-on
starch such as Faultless to
achieve a nice, crisp finish. his

• When pressing flimsy fabprOtective dear finish helps to.
prevent dirt from gathering, rics (i.e. knits, chiffon, silk),
up the iron after each stroke
lift
especially on collars and cuffs,
instead of running it back and
so that clothes stay looking
forth over the material, and use
fresher longer, and wash clean
a pressing clottor tissue paper.
more easily.
• If creases are desired in. tor extra thickness.
• Always unplug the 'iron
_pants or shorts, fold the leg in
center front and center back, when not in use. To store, set
the iron on the heel rest and
and iron with well-directed mowrap the cord loosely-around the
tions.
.
handle or cord wrap.
• Iron clothes on the right
There's no need to get bagged
side, except napped fabrics,
such - as corduroys. velvets, down With ironing these days.
wools, or dark colored cottons, Iromng can be a fast. smooth job
silks, acetates, rayons and lin- .when you use the right tools,
these helpful hints and reliable
ens to prevent shine.
Spray Starch, a leader
• Always move the ironed, Faultless
sincesurface away from you to avoid in the fabric care industry
1887.
any wrinkling.

PARADE INTO FALL, 1980, in cool, comfortable cotton
clothes. Fresh, crisp 100 percent cottons last longer with
Faultless Spray Starch, a leader in the fabric rare industry
since 1887. For smoother ironing results, use long, slow
strokes, lightweight equipment and a touch of patience to gel
your clothes in shape for the school semester.

Courtney and Lone Burnett
are dressed in the finest fall
fashions, for Back 4 to
School.

.er
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New Touches Make Sweater News

JULY 22-23-24

one HOUR
DRY
SWEATERS OCCUPY front and center
in the new fashion lineup, many of thorn
with soft little feminine touches that
make them even more appealing. At left,
loopy stripes square off the yoke of this
lanky wool-blend pullover, hand-knitted
in a Ha-surfaced popcorn stitch.
Lambswool and angora pullover, center,
frosts its ribbed yoke with a tiny lace
collar; short sleeves are lightly dimpled

at shoulders. A fluff of angora borders
the lacy small sailor collar of thiss handframe-knitted wool cardigan, at right;
beautifully detailed, with pearl buttons
and hand-crochet trim, it combines four
different decorative stitches.(From Jett,
by Ray Pinkerton for Espresso; by
Alberoy: by Barbara Hodes for Chocolate Cake.)

OUR SEMI-ANNUAL

G,CHYAI

SSW,.

•09094
-4410
4.1444.o.
COTTON

POLYESTER I COTTON

CHECKED
BOUCLE STRETCH
TERRY GINGHAM

ACETATE & NYLON
MACHINE WASHABLE
REG 5459-NOW',

HUGE SELECTION
SOLID COLORS
60 WIDTH
MACHINE WASHABLE,
REG s4 99-NOW

ALL POPULAR CHECK
SIZES IN HUGE
COLOR SELECTION
45 WIDTH
REG. $2 29- NOW

$
2
"
YD
SOW11/1•WWW
ALL COTTON

NATURAL
MUSUN
FOR FASHION.
CRAFTS, OUILTS, ETC
REG 990 YD

wRo
50C

KNITS-KNITS
52 99 TO 34 99 QUALITY
POLYESTER SOLIDS
•FANCIES
• TO 4 YARD LENGTHS
EVERY DAY PRICE II 50

FABRICS FOR EVERY NEED!!

FABRIC BONANZA

FROM THIS HUGE ASSORTMENT YOU CAN
SEW FOR PLAYING-SLEEPING-LOUNGING
DRESS UPDECORATING-CRAFTS. ETC
HERE AREA FEW
THIS STORE HAS
REPRESENTATIVE
MOST OF THESE
PLUS MANY MORE
TYPES
INTERLOcK KroT
• GAIIARDINE
• DR9ss mons
• POLY CREPES
WOOL-COOS
• CHALLIS
Acorucs
• SHEEN Korn
• DOusLE KNITS
• TSHIRT PORTS

• SWEATER KNITS

los% POLYESTER FILLING

POLYESTER

HARD FINISH
& BRUSHED
corrom

POLYESTER &
LIGHT, MEDIUM
DARK SLUES

POLYESTER S. COTTON •

111111112
ww111.11

DESIGNERS HIGH
STYLE PRINTS & CALICOS
45 MACHINE WASHABLE
REG
32 99
gaiD
NOW Io
$
149
•T:
rwrioarmwesnoi
POLYESTER I COTTON

T-SHIRT
KNITS

SO MOTH W SOLOS
STRIPES & OTHER FANCIES
REG 52 99- NOW

ELASTIC
SO MANY USES
REG. 45 YD.

ORIGINAL PRICES

'1.99 To '4.99 yo
vidmernesnasearmnalownte..~.....n.p.
POLYESTER &
60 WIDTH
COTTON WITH

43 WIDTH

RFD

TD

OD SS NI T O

gr AIM 111

WASHABLE

$1

99
VD

owoH FASHION PATTERNS
mANCOHWINE,,WAPSRHICABEL

Open 7 o.m to 6 p.m

P11019. 753-9525

Shirts on55
w
Laundered and pressed
to perfection

23c

VD
N°w
wiewwwwwiel
POLYS I BLENDS
KNITS a WOVENS

MUMS

TO SA SS VD DUALITY
SOLOS FANCIES
EVERY°. MINCE WV

$299
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5/229
prices good all week,

What's"IN"For Fall?•••

CON
7,1411

POLYESTER

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

folded or on hangers

Central Shopping Center
Highway 641 8. Arcadia Ct.
Mon., Tues., Sat. 9:00-6:00
Wed., Thurs., Fri. 9:00-8:00
Sun. 1:00-5:00
Sale Prices Good Thru
Sat. he. July 26

SA -SOLID COLOR
BRIGHT YARN
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Dressing
For The
Handicapped

ALBANY, N.Y. AP) —
"Dressing is such a common
thing. Its so routine, we don't
stop to think about it. But if
you have a handicap, even a
simple act of dressing can be a
problem." .
So says Elanor Boettke Hotte,
professor emeritus of the
School of Home Economics and
Family Studies at the University of Connecticut and author
of the booklet, -Self-Help Clothing."
The booklet, written for parents of children with physical
handicaps, is published by the
National Easter Seal Society. It
contains suggestions on how to
teach children to dress themselves, how to adapt ready-towear clothing to fit the different needs of handicapped
youngsters, and what fabrics to
Van Heusen, look for and how to care for
THE COTTON CACHE FOR CAMPUS...from
introduced them.
Cotton 100,the first all-cotton,durable press shirt
and dry.
in this country. Soft to the touch, machine washable
the student
able . . . plus factors for fashionable members of
due to
body .. Cotton 100 actually improves with wearing
of upbody temperature. Cotton 100 is offered in a collection
dress shirts,'
dated plaids, checks and stripes. And, in solid
bleachable, all
there's new,improved Cotton 100.. .the only
cotton durable press shirt availableln America.

Tour Outlook!
See What A New Hairdo Can
Do...For A Prettier You!
Come let us give you a brand new fall look
at....

HEADLINES

HAIR DESIGN STUDIO
.
€4411.441g

4

to. satisfy yo J by
We ore professional smetologists and we wish
We will
providing personalize,' consultation and hair designing.
you in the most
consider it a pleasure and a privilege to serve
professional way possible.
DESIGNERS:
Renee Bolen,
We Are Open Mon.-sat.
ficomic Mills.
For An Appointment •

Call Us

Jackie Mills

nt 753-0882
Dixieland Shopping Center

Fall Arrivals
From

Terry La Don Thurman
choosing her

Downtown Murray
Court Square

Maternity Fashions
for the fall season

lIfierver

10

TAI!,:tlittriwitiaandr.

71,47,7.4mume;rr-.

See the look for fall arriving daily

Use
Our
Layaway
Plan

..1111111Prr•
M.5,Woodivi
.
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star3 11(tnt )

an4 curs
Murray's Nearly
New Shop

Marra,. K',.
.1.412k5 SUM.- Si.
Arrom from Mmloolim Chun+
lothing for 411 the Fannts -

complete line of
MATERNITY FASNIONS FOR TUE RATNER TO II ALSO
PRIMATAL IRAS, MUM BRAS, GOWNS, SLIPS
AMINE,TOPS.

•

All The
New
Styles
Colors
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New Advice: Dress For Success
NEW YORK (AP) -- For the
past few seasons, women striving for success in the business
world have been advised to
climb that corporate ladder
clad in three-piece business
suits and conservative •colors
that blend into the boardroom
walls.
But now that women are sol:idly entrenched in the business
world, they are breaking out of
the suit mold and are secure
enough to once again add
dresses to their wardrobe and
wear them to the office, says
Jerry Silverman, president of
the American Dress Council.
Silverman, who heads the organization made up of American fiber and textile companies, dress designers and

iQ

manufacturers, has these suggestions for women who want
to dress for success — with the
emphasis on "dress":
— Pick four or five basic
dresses as the backbone,of your
wardrobe, preferably in fabrics
you can wear year-round.
— Keep the lines easy and
uncomplicated. Simple lines allow you to do more with accessories.
— Buy blazers and jackets tn
a variety of colors and fabrics.
Have at least one white or
beige blazer in both winter and
summer fabrics. Neutral blazers can top both dresses and
separates.
— Dress up your dresses with
embroidered sweaters or cardigans.

- Buy vests in a variety of the shoulders. Wrap them
fabrics for every season of the around your waist for a more
year, using contrasting colors dramatic evening look. Wool
when you want a dramatic ef- shawls, which you can wear
fect, or colors that blend with over blazers as well as over the
the dress for a more con- dress itself, are wonderful for
servative look.
air-conditioned offices or cool
— Collect belts in every con- evenings.
ceivable color and shape. A va— No need to forsake your
riety of looks can be achieved skirts or tunics. Try wearing a
with the clever use of belts.
belted tunic or a wrap skirt
— Scarves also are mar- over your dresses. Tunics work
velous accessories, especially especiaUy well with strapless
the bright sari prints that you dresses that are too bare for
can tie around your waist, as the office, but just right for
well as around your neck.
evening.
— Shawls, in myriad sizes,
— Don't forget the imporcolors and fabrics, are great tance of shoes in achieving a BIG FASHION NEWS I. TEACHER'. BES
T —The clasfor achieving different looks. variety of looks. Wear pumps, sic look is back. Here's a perfect example. This shirt from The
For summer, the simple cotton boots or sandals for the office, Manhattan Shirt Company combines elegance and styling with
shawls in colorful floral prints then change into sexy spaghet- easy care. It's tailored of a cotton blend oxford fabric, and
are very striking tied around ti-strapped spikes for evenings. sports a traditional button down collar. This great classroom
lookle finished with a silk paisley tie from John
Henry
Neckwear.
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T-Tops

r Shorts
r Slipper
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Handbags
r Shirts
r Nylon
Gowns
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Polyester Pants
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Stop that shine! Face the
fall with cleaner, fresher skin
•

From top to toe, you have
more than 3,000 square inches
of skin. But, if you have an oily
or even partly oily complexion,
you know that just a few of those
inches can give you more -trouble than all the rest.
You can learn to cope,
though, and face up to fall with
fresher, clearer skin. Here are
the how-to's from Cover Girl.
• Keep your skin sparkling
clean. Regular cleansing will
help to clear away excess oil before it gets a chance to plug up
your pores. Wash your face
morning and night, then follow
with a cotton pad soaked with an
antiseptic astringent cleanser to
get skin spotless. During the
day. use your astringent again

whenever your face needs a refreshing clean-up.
• Once a week, give yourself
a steamy facial. Bring a pot of
water to boil, remove the pot
from the heat, tent a towel over
your head and bask in the vapors
for three to five minutes. Then
go over your face with an
astringent-soaked cotton pad to
cool off.
• Finding make-up t'hat
won't cake or change color can
be a big problem. But, now
there are make-ups specially
formulated for oily skin. Cover
Girl Oil Control Make-up is a
water-base foundation; it gives
all-day coverage that doesn't
shine, doesn't turn orange-y or
clog pores. And, for beautiful

cheek color that looks fresh and
clean hour after hour, there's
Cover Girl Oil Control Powder
Blush. Five oil-blotting ingredients help prevent shining,
streaking or caking.
• Touch up the T-zone. Most
oil glands are concentrated in
the center of your face — forehead, pose and chin •---7 also
known as the "T-zone.—
Shine-proof it with Cover Girl
Oil Control Powder, a special
translucent powder that soaks
up shine every minute its on.
Carry your oil-blotting powder
with you for touch-ups, and be
sure to pat it on rather than rub
it in.
• Oily hair is usually partners
with oily skin. So, keep hair
' shiny-clean to protect your skin.
Concentrate on sudsing your
scalp, where oil originates and,
if you use a conditioner, apply it
to the ends of hair only. Even
the cleanest hair should be worn
in an off-the-face style if skin is
oily.
• Slay healthy all over. Everything that's good for your
whole body is good for your
skin too: enough sleep so you
wake up bright-eyed and refreshed; a balanced diet, minus
the foods that seem to make
trouble for your complexion;
and regular exercise in fresh,
clean air. (Exercise livens up
your circulation, helps skin
sparkle.)
• Keep your cool. Some experts feel that stress can speed
up oil secretion. To be on the
safe side, try to plan your days
so you have time to relax and
aren't always rushing around.

Hair Trends
CHICAGO( AP) — Revolution
is simply evolution, and that's
what has been seen in hair
fashions during the 1970s, some
of the nation's top stylists
agree.
As the members of the Helene Curtis Hairstylists Advisory
oily Board reviewed the past decTAKE SI tNIE TIPS from Cover Girl on htiw to cope with
ade of hairstyle trends, two
complexion.
•kin. Then face up to fall with a prettier
basic lines were evident, say
the 12 stylists from all over the
country who make up the
board.
One could be referred to as
straight hair's evolution from
the "mod" look of the early
'70s to the sleek chic of the past
year's braids, twists and bobs.
The second is curly hair,
which came into its own during
the decade and ran the gamut
from tightly curled perms to
the wavy retro feeling reminiscent of the '20s and '30s.
The two trends converged
briefly about 1977, with a style
known as Coupe Sauvage, a
"no hairstyle hairstyle" incorporating lightly permed curl
with a natural look.
This temporary blending of
trends burst apart quickly with
the advent of the retro revolution in fashion. Straight hair
turned to slicked punk looks,
while curly hair took on the
waves worn by the movie heroines of half a century ago.
With the approach of the '80s,
the board members see once
again a variety of fashion looks
_that will stgt everyone.
And, they point out, the latest
in hair looks projected for
spring 1980 is a return to short
geometric haircuts reminiscent
of the start °We '70s, and the
addition of hairpieees, also popular 10 years ago, for dressy
evenings.

We're On
Top

Decade of Hairstyles:
From 'Mod' to 'Retro'

HAIRSTYLE HISTORY—Both straight and curly
hair were "in" fashions during the 1970s. but each
• changed considerably through the years. As they project their views on the 1980s, Helene Curtis Hairstylists Advisory Board members look back on the
shifting hairstyles of the past decade. Clockwise, from
top left, the early 1970s' Geometric look that carried
over from the "mod" '60s; the influence of the Afro
was strong for women with every hair texture: by
1977, the curly and straight lines had converged into
the Coupe Sauvage, a free-flowing, tousled combination of permed curl with natural lines; the decade is ending with a return to controlled styles, popularized by
braids, rolls and chignons.

fabulous
fall footwear!
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Latest Styles
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Change with the season and
treat yourself to a new "do"!
We'll choose a style
just right for you?
Call Us

Reflections
753-6435

641 North

0
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shoe
tree

You'll love the style, the colors, and the
selection of our new fall shoes. Come in
today tind check the qdality and
prices...you'll love it in our shoes!
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Suit Yourself!

Women Workers Bring Changes to Uniforms
NEW YORK (AP) — For
many years the uniform industry provided uniforms almost exclusively for men. But
it had to do a major about-face
a few years ago when it became clear that more and more
women were beginning to wear
work clothing, says an industry
official.
"It was a difficult adjustment
at first," says Howard A.
Wolfe, executive director of the
National Association of Uniform Manufacturers. "But now
most uniform manufacturers
offer a wide variety of outfits
made specifically for women."
The major challenge, he
points out, was to design uni-

forms that fit the female shape
but did not alter the traditional
j designs that make uniforms
distinctive. Women's garments
had to blend in and coordinate
with the existing men's garments.
The transition is now so complete that there should no longer be any need for women to
wear cut-down men's garments.
Many uniform accessories
specifically designed for women
are also available, such as
cross-over ties, uniform caps
and special handbags that allow freedom of hand and body
movement. There are even bullet-proof vests with built-in bustlines.

Fall classic

Wolfe predicts that in the future women in uniform will
have an even more feminine
look.
"Whereas it was generally
felt at first that women in uniform should look exactly like
men in uniform," he says,
"now there is a trend in many
occupations toward letting
women look like women while
still wearing outfits that are
coordinated with the male design and image."
There is another factor that
adds a new aspect to the uniform picture.
There is evidence of an increase in the number of men
entering professions that were
largely dominated by women in
the past. Wolfe says that airline
flight attendant is one uniformed occupation where this
trend has already emerged. In
1971 there were very few male
flight attendants; today there
are approximately 8,000.
On the other hand, in 1971
there were only 8,000 female
law-enforcement officers, including police ()thews, detectives, sheriff's deputies and
bailiffs. In 1979, that number
had increased 31 percent to
34,000.
The number of women fire
fighters increased even more
dramatically — from zero in
1971 to 1,000 in 1979. The number of female bus drivers doubled, from 81,000 in 1971 to 163,000 in 1979.
A clear indication of the
growing number of women in
uniform is evidenced by the issuance of maternity uniforms
to women in the Armed Forces,
says Wolfe, adding that this
trend is starting to extend to
other uniformed occupations.
He notes that a uniform retailer in Rochester, N.Y., was
recently called upon to furnish
a "maternity uniform" for a
police parking monitor

WARM AND WONDERFUL...this classic sweater is a high.
light of the Toni Todd fall collection. The perfect "e%ery.
thing'
. dress in poly-blend knit is complete with ribbed cowl
neck and cuffs. and matching tie belt. In wine. blue, plum and
green. Toni Todd creates the easy and eye.catching look for
fall. This ,sashahle dress is a,ailable at more than 25.000 fine
stores throughout the nited States.

feet on the uniforms being
worn?
Wolfe says it is possible.
"I wouldn't go as far as to
say that men will someday
wear skirts but, as jobs become
less stringently categorized as
either man's work or woman's
work,some design changes will
probably evolve," he says. "It
is even possible that the day
will come when we have unisex
uniforms."

HOME SEWING designs today are as chic and as
haute couture as the most discriminating wearer could
wish. This slim-line cream-colored suit has a front slit in
the skirt and three-button-front jacket, and is easily
sewn with the lightweight line-like fabric. It's shown
here with soft flounce blouse, short-sleeved and cool.
(fabric by Trevira; suit and blouse Butterick pattern
No.6983.)

For The
Ultimate In
Hair and Skin Care
While
-TheyLast
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Curling
Irons
$599

Fall Fashion For
Back-To-School,

Party-pretty playtime-i-strap
Pietty enough for dressing up, comfortable for the fun of the
play yard, it gets an A-plus for smart schoolery Anhpueel
brandy or blue leather

Reg $15.00
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Designers:
Jerry Joyner
Tommy Houchin

FREE!
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Family Shoe
Store

733-3901

•
FOR A FULL schedule.'
this is the perfect tailored
.41.rit•that means business
from morning through
appointment-filled day
(By Connections in Golden
Touch polyester.) .

Call For An Appointment At 753-2339

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Wardrobe

FALL FASHION SECTION
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For Warm Days or Cool Nights

That Works

FALL'S "PREICPI
co-eds will go to ti
hairstyle such as th
weeds out split endi
waves. The experi
stylist's recommem
keep a well-groom
school term.

Fall ha
for well

Fall hairstyles are
wearable as the ''prer
fashions seen on can
erywhere. All-Ameni
boy styles.or new
short cuts will keel
looking her fashion-6
But, before reti
school, students mil
brushing up course c
ing techniques.
For easy home -si
Helene .Curtis beau'
offer the following si
• Short, straighl
have wave and body
barrel curling iron. S
a littlecurl for fullnes
use a mini-curler to ti
lick.
• Smooth out w
with a professionaling brush. It looks lii
iron, but has teeth lil
and it rolls right t tarot
soften and tame them
be used to give a lit
droopy locks.
• Short on space?
pact model blow dr)
ing iron. An iron that

DRESS DUOS - Airy, bary dresses in handerchief prints with contrasting borders come
with their own matching triangle shawls to ward off cool evening breezes in late summer
and fall. At left, a multicolored floral print with a surplice halter neckline that suggests
wraparound styling; at right, a camisole tube dress with slim skirt and self-belt, in purple,
X white and yellow, with an oriental motif.(Both by Karen Tepper.)

CAREER APPAREL — These maternity clothes are
stylish and comfortable /for the 9-to-5 stint, and continue to work overtime for late-day activities. At left,
cool, light-as-a-feather nubby boucle skirt set, with a
top that features slightly capped sleeves; in luscious
peach or refreshing lilac. At right, a working partnership that stays on the job after office hours; cool,
dobby-stripe shirt is femininely detailed with notched
collar and sleeves that button at the wrist or roll up for
tab closing. It teams with a faille V-neck button-front
jumper in black or bright red that doubles as a
sleeveless dress. ,(Both by Lady Madonna Maternity
Boutique.)
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WARDROBE MILEAGE — In timeless styling, these Shetlands are season-spanning non-stop
performers. At left, hers, a crew pullover, his a pullover shirt. At right, an ornamental tricolor
—and
FALL'S "PREPPIE" LOOK IS NEAT AND SR
co-eds will go to the head of the class this fall with a pretty
stripe in a pullover style.(All three by McGeorge of Scotland.)
hairstyle such as this. A professional cut evens the length and
weeds out split ends, while a light perm gives soft, long-lasting
waves. The experts at Helene Curtis advise asking a hair.
stylist's recommendations for at-home styling appliances that
— Avoid dyed feathers, the from loosening and the beads
Caring for the style can be a
CHICAGO AP) — Is it a
keep a well-groomed hairstyle looking its best throughout the
knotty problem, so the Adviso- colors, can "run" when you from scratching your face.
lasting fashion or just a fad?
school term.
shower,
shampoo, swim or get
— Slip beads and feathers out
ry Board offers these 10 tips for
The newest hairstyle look that's
caught in a rainstorm.
of the plaits to change colors,
"10s":
gaining popularity in beauty sa— Tight braids shouldn't to alter the overall look, or for
— Have a professional salon
lons is the "10," similar to anharm healthy hair, if worn for more comfortable sleep.
stylist do the braiding, for a
cient African cornrow styles
a week or so, because the
only
— On the beach, or in other
properly
and
g-lasting
n
o
I
and currently popularized by
plaited "effect. A professional braids "relax" after a few sun-filled places, be careful not
Bo Derek's headful of braids,
dry,
brittle, to burn exposed scalp. Your
can analyze hair type and con- days. But, if hair is
beads and feathers in the movbleached or otherwise dam- scalp, unused to the sun's rays,
dition, and counsel a client on
ie, "10."
whether to opt for the tiniest aged, try looser, bigger braids may be unusually sensitive to
Hairstylists report a big reburning.
cornrow braids or larger braids instead.
or a dryer that folds can be sponse from young, fashion-conFall hairstyles are as neat and
— After letting the braids
— If you intend to stay
in various patterns.
stored in the most crampV scious women. And the Helene
wearable as the, "preppie look"
plaited for a long time, hair out, give hair a deep moisturiz— Frequent shampooing can
Curtis
the
to
Hairstylists
Advisory
easily
space, and totes
fashions seen on campuses evloosen the braids. To cleanse breakage is a possibility. Don't ing conditioner treatment. Hair
shower room or home for the Board, a panel of 12 stylists
hair, try diluting 1 part sham- keep the braids for months on tends to lose elasticity when
erywhere. All-American pagefrom across the country, agree
weekend.
poo in 4 parts water. Pour the end, and, as a precaution, use tightly cornrowed; a deep conboy styles or new easy-care
that
salon
many
clients
want
hair oil or brilliantine to lubr- ditioner will help restore resil• With longer hair, style in
solution over hair, and rinse
short cuts will keep a co-ed
tiny
the
rows
of
braids.
ience.
thoroughly. Use this technique icate hair and scalp.
big waves at ends or sides with a
looking her fashion-best.
— Thin hair? Avoid the "10"
barrel.
iron
about
days,
curling
3
shampoo
every
to
— At night, pin up hair ends,
regular-size
But, before returning to
"It's a terrific 'wet look' for
look! Tight braids need all the
way
or
condition
same
bangs
the
and
in
big
a
to
all.
with
and
shape
Cover
beads
give
will
It
a
need
might
Darwinter vacations," says
school, students
once a week.
hair net to keep the braids hair they can get.
tame wisps into soft, pretty leen Hakola in Portland, Ore.
brushing up course on hairstylwaves.
"With a '10', you don't have to
ing techniques.
best
• Select appliances
look like yourself. You can look
For easy home -styling, the
suited to your hair needs. trendy for just a week or two."
Helene .Curtis beauty experts
Length and cut, hair type and
offer the following suggstions:
She and other stylists warn
condition, all affect the choice
• Short, straight hair can
of styling appliances that will that "10" braiding can be timehave wave and body with a mini
— and costly. The
consuming
favorite
a
at
Check
work best.
barrel curling iron. Style in just
salon, your one-stop beauty tiniest braids may require four
a little curl for fullness on top, or
hours,
more
or
with one or two
center, for The Great Ones, a
use a mini-curler to tame a cowthe same
complete line of styling appli- stylists working at
lick.
on different parts of the
ances from Helene Curtis. They time
• Smooth out wavy locks
head.
can be puriihased individually or
with a professional-style shaptogether to help give you
ing brush. It looks like a curling
At Ms. Hakola's salon, the
professional-looking styling re- minimum cost is about $35.
iron, but has teeth like a comb,
sults at home.
and it rolls right through curls to
Chicago stylist Jerry Gordon
Selection, proper use and reports that "on the average,
soften and tame them. Or, it can
practice will help any co-ed the cost runs about $70 to $75"
be used to give a little fluff to
have perfect hairstyling re- at his salon. And the price may
droopy locks.
sults—the neat, well-cared-for well run over $100, depending
• Short on space? Try a comlooks that complement fall's on braiding time and individual
pact model blow dryer or curlclassic fashions.
salon rates.
ing iron. An iron that telescopes

10 Tips for '10' Hairstyle

-

Fall hairstyle helpers
for well-groomed look

Dear Customers,
Just In For Fall Is
The Sharpest \
Fashions For The\
New Season And
The New You!
Casually Yours,

Go All Out With A
New Fell Hairdo!
Whether Permed Or Natural Curly And Wavy Heads
Fall's New Hair Fashion Looks With
Styling From The Beauty Experts At...

Kurn Kurl
Southside Shopping Manor
Ph. 753-1681
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SLIPONS
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PANTS
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Our Reg. 9.57-9.96
Slipons
Our Reg. 9.96
Pants

DRESSES

• ACRYLIC SLIPONS
• WOVEN STRETCH POLYESTER
PANTS
• FASHION COLORS, PATTERNS
• MISSES SIZES
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FULL FIGURE
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• NEWEST 1 and 2
PIECE STYLES
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• ASSORTED PLAIDS
• POLYESTER
• /COTTON BLEND
• SIZES 32-38
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